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CEO’s Letter

Clarity Amid Disruption

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CHAIR

Karen N. Horn

Peter R. Gleason is CEO
and president of NACD.

Directorship is serious business. It’s why I always look forward
to the NACD Global Board Leaders’ Summit and our Directorship 100 Gala. These two events that round out the year not
only provide a bit of levity in how they bring the director community together, but they also offer incredible opportunities to
learn—both from each other and from the programming assembled by N
 ACD’s p
 henomenal education team. And guidance,
resources, and role models are critical assets to any director trying to serve in a tumultuous business environment.
With that in mind, this issue of NACD Directorship focuses
on risk and the future. There will always be disruptions, tomorrow will keep on coming, and the 20/20 hindsight of our critics
will always hold directors accountable for their actions or inactions, sometimes without much empathy for the larger context
of a crisis situation.
In the pages ahead, Sue W. Cole and Kelvin R. Westbrook,
the co-chairs of NACD’s 2018 Blue Ribbon Commission, offer
their thoughts on disruptive risk and how adaptive governance
can equip boards to look ahead with a reasonable measure of
clarity, and respond capably should something unforeseeable
occur. Since we began the Blue Ribbon Commission initiative
a quarter century ago, this report will be our third devoted to risk.
As it’s a topic forever in need of updating, I’m sure this won’t be
our last.
In addition to advice on how to plan for the future, these
pages offer glimpses of what the future might look like by way
of reporting on two recent NACD events that presented an indepth look at technology and the larger trends that will influence business. From blockchain and quantum computing, to
environmental issues, to new trends in finance and emerging
demographics, you will experience short takes on new tech,
learn about global innovation ecosystems, and more.
Directors must understand risks and embrace the future.
Easier said than done—but it can be done. As I stated in a recent
post on NACD’s BoardTalk blog, we directors need to “think like
futurists.” Reading this issue can help.
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environment, with boards being
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their composition, competence,
effectiveness and oversight role.
Strategies for managing risk,
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communicating with shareholders
and preparing for uncertainties
evolve constantly, and the need
for proactive and effective
relationships with all stakeholders
has never been more important.
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Editor’s Note

Long Live Capitalism

Judy Warner is editor in
chief of NACD Directorship magazine.

If there is one lesson to be taken away from this issue, it should
be: it is better to disrupt rather than to be disrupted. And to be
among the disrupters, directors should become familiar with a
new phrase working its way into the corporate lexicon.
“Adaptive governance” seems to have originated in the
early 2000s, referring to social and ecological systems designed
to better manage environmental resources amid rapid change.
The term is equally at home in the sphere of corporate governance—so much so that it was adopted by the members of this
year’s NACD Blue Ribbon Commission, which nine months
ago set out to study and draw recommendations on the effects
of and responses to atypical risks.
Disruption is a thematic—and dramatic—thread that has
run through business since the beginning of time itself and this
very issue of the magazine. In addition to behind-the-scenes
reporting by Associate Editor Katie Swafford on the creation of
this year’s report by the NACD Blue Ribbon Commission, contributor JT Kostman provides insight into the five technological forces that are reshaping business. When we assigned this
story to JT, he was, among other pursuits, a data scientist. Since
then, he has been recruited to spearhead a new venture exploring the intersection of data, technology, and the accounting
and audit professions.
Sourcing talent is another significant business risk today,
which is why two stories in this issue deserve mention. Contributor Michael K. Lorelli provides a lively view from the private equity trenches on why portfolio companies should have
boards, what makes directorships different on PE-financed
boards different from say public company boards, and why if
you are seeking a board seat you should set your sights on one
of the thousands of private companies fueling our economy.
Another well-versed contributor, Guy Pearce, writes about how
to balance innovation with reality. It’s eye opening.
Directors attuned to marketplace forces technological and
otherwise—those that learn to adapt and morph in exciting and
perhaps herrtofore unimagined ways—will most surely be the
influencers who enable our companies to innovate and thrive.
Let’s keep capitalism alive, shall we?
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For information about full-board
membership, please contact
membership@NACDonline.org.

The Compensation as Catalyst Series
Interview #11

Starting the Conversation
on Gender Pay Equity
Our Compensation as Catalyst (CAC) series continues with Melissa Means,
managing director in the Boston office of Pearl Meyer. She works regularly with
boards on the intersection of executive compensation and leadership strategy.
CAC: Gender-based pay parity is a hot topic of late. Are directors asking about
this issue?
Melissa Means: To some degree, but the question is not as common as it
should be. Just asking management “Have we looked at this yet?” is an easy
place to start. It’s no longer just about the CEO and their direct reports, it’s an
organization-wide endeavor.
CAC: Why do you think more aren’t talking about this?
Melissa Means: I think there is reticence because some may feel that
asking the question implies there’s a problem. The fact is, it’s really just
good governance. In our environment of heightened awareness around this
issue—and others like the “#metoo” movement—we will begin to see more
boards thinking about this in the context of company culture,
fiduciary duty, risk mitigation, and corporate reputation.
CAC: How do you advise boards to begin the dialog with
management?

“The fact is, it’s
really just good
governance.”

Melissa Means: Historically, gender pay parity hasn’t risen
to the board level. HR has been in charge internally if and
when there was a concern. Consider putting this topic on the
next committee meeting agenda and ask the management team and HR the
following questions: Have we taken a look at it and do we have any issues?
Have we had problems in the past, and if so, how were they addressed? Do
we have a game plan for incorporating this into our compensation and talent
management structures? And be sure to ask if they’re starting to think about
the coming reporting requirements, which are regulation now in the UK. Some
states are beginning to talk about similar laws, even though it’s not yet at the
federal level. The preparation will take some time and it’s best to get ahead.

©2018

Read more about gender pay parity in the workforce at www.pearlmeyer.com.

Need To Know
Edited By Katie Swafford

CBS Rebuilds Board,
Names Successor to Moonves
CBS Corp. reported that CEO Les Moonves would part
immediately from the company amid allegations and
an investigation into sexual misconduct. Joseph Ianello,
formerly chief operating officer, steps in as president and
temporary CEO while CBS seeks a permanent successor.
Meanwhile, six CBS board members were asked to re
sign—five who were independent and one who was affil
iated with National
Amusements (NA),
Joseph
Ianello
CBS’s parent com
pany. Six new inde
pendent directors
were appointed.
An investigation
into allegations
against Moonves is
being conducted
by an independent
committee of the
board with law firms
Covington & Burling
and Debevoise &
Plimpton. The board
will not issue sev
erance benefits to
aimed at finding ways to
lower healthcare costs for
their more than 1 million em
ployees, a new collective of
hospitals and foundations has
announced a similar initiative
aimed at drug prices and sup
ply. Civica Rx will function as a
not for profit to manufacture
generic drugs and work with
trusted generic drug suppli

ers to ensure the adequate
supply and pricing for more
than 120 healthcare orga
nizations across the nation.
Civica Rx has received $100
million in funding from seven
healthcare provider compa
nies and three foundations.
It intends to focus first on 14
essential generic drugs to
stabilize their supply in light

of their shortages in hospitals
nationwide.
Skyrocketing healthcare
costs are leaving companies
that traditionally provide
health insurance to their
employees struggling to keep
up. While Civica Rx will focus
on reducing the market and
price dominance on generic
drugs, the venture between
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Companies Innovate to
Improve Healthcare
The tide may be turning as
American companies and
healthcare providers alike
seek solutions to rising costs.
Months after the leaders
of Amazon.com, Berkshire
Hathaway, and JPMorgan
Chase & Co. announced a
new venture (still unnamed)

Moonves until the results of the investigation are released,
save for certain “fully accrued and vested compensation
and benefits,” the company said.
CBS also reported the voluntary resignations of David
R. Andelman, Joseph A. Califano Jr., Charles K. Gifford,
Leonard Goldberg, Arnold Kopelson, and Doug Morris
from its board.
Replacing them are Candace K. Beinecke, lead in
dependent trustee of Vornado Realty Trust; Barbara A.
Byrne, former vice chair of the investment banking division
of Barclays Capital; Brian D. Goldner, chair and CEO of
Hasbro; Richard D. Parsons, lead independent director
of Lazard Ltd.; Susan Schuman, CEO of SYPartners; and
Strauss Zelnick, chair and CEO of Take Two Interactive
Software.
According to a story in Variety, while Beinecke is inde
pendent, she has previous business ties to Redstone. Still,
the addition of new directors is expected to bring different
skills and more innovation experience to the board and
its remaining directors, who include Martha L. Minow, the
former dean of Harvard Law School elected last year to the
CBS board. The change in governance could reportedly
lead to favorable conditions for an eventual merger with
Viacom, a move that Shari Redstone has desired for some
time. Redstone is vice chair of both companies.

Need To Know

Amazon, Berkshire Hathaway,
and JPMorgan Chase will
focus on technology solutions
to increase satisfaction with
the health care process and
decrease the price of offering
care.

John C. Stoddard has been
named chief operating officer
of the Amazon-Berkshire
Hathaway-JPMorgan Chase
initiative. He joins Atul
Gawande, the surgeon and
best-selling author who in
August was named CEO.
Stoddard most recently
served as general manager of
Comcast Corp.’s digital health
program, and previously
founded Accolade, a Com
cast Ventures-backed com
pany that guides employees

Roisman Confirmed to Succeed Piwowar at SEC
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The Big Apple’s Take on
Board Matrices
The Office of the New York
City Comptroller Scott M.
Stringer recently released a
report that highlights what
it considers to be the best
board matrix disclosures. The
office identified the highlight
ed matrices as a result of its
engagement with the cited
companies.
The Comptroller’s Office,
which works on behalf of the
New York City retirement sys
tem, guided the 151 compa
nies in its portfolio to provide
disclosures that communicate
individual and aggregate di
rector qualifications, including
diversity of gender, race, and
ethnicity, and range of skills.
Among companies that dis
closed directors’ qualifications
and how they identified their
gender and ethnicity, Unum
Group and W. W. Grainger
were lauded for being “partic
ularly strong examples.” The
report also calls out Ameren
Corp., Exelon Corp., PepsiCo,
and Wells Fargo & Co. for
their work to clearly commu
nicate data about their board
composition.
Boards looking to improve
their matrices should consider
reviewing the comptroller’s
report, as it conveniently
aggregates examples of 18

disclosures.
Victories for Paid
Parental Leave
Two large American com
panies announced that they
would extend paid parental
leave to more workers. Gen
eral Mills on Aug. 29 an
nounced that it would extend
to all salaried and non-union
production workers up to 20
weeks of paid maternity leave,
12 weeks of paid parental
leave, and two weeks of paid
caregiver leave. General Mills
is also expanding bereave
ment and short-term disability
benefits.
A day later, Microsoft Corp.
said a new policy would allow
it to work only with vendors
and suppliers that offer a
minimum of 12 weeks of paid
parental leave to their em
ployees. The rule applies only
to suppliers with more than 50
employees, and is not meant
to supplant state laws like
the one in Washington that
inspired Microsoft’s move. A
statement by Microsoft said
that “when men and wom
en have the opportunity to
take paid leave, it can help
counteract gender caregiv
ing stereotypes, neutralize
stigmas, and promote equity
in the home and office.”

CQ ROLL CALL VIA AP IMAGES, PHOTOS OF FAMILY AND HEALTHCARE BY ISTOCK/GETTY IMAGES

The U.S. Senate in September confirmed Elad Roisman as a
Republican commissioner to the Securities and Exchange Commis
sion (SEC), restoring full leadership to the nation’s public market
regulator. Roisman succeeds Michael Piwowar, who stepped down
in July after his term ended. Roisman, 37, most recently served as
chief counsel of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and
Urban Affairs, and is noted for working alongside Sen. Michael
Crapo (R-ID) to draft legislation that would roll back some of the
provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act. Roisman joins the staff of four
commissioners helmed by SEC Chair Jay Clayton in advance of
decisions on two notable matters. His presence means a majority
vote in favor of proposed broker standards for retail investors that
Democrat commissioners say doesn’t go far enough. He’ll also be
present for upcoming deregulation votes.

through management of their
healthcare benefits. Stoddard
is a director of Carrot and
NovaSom, two private startup healthcare companies.
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Need To Know

Seven
Emerging
Markets at
Risk
The following
countries face
or could face an
exchange-rate
crisis, according to
Nomura Holdings
analysts. The five
starred countries are
already in a currency
crisis or program run
by the International
Monetary Fund.

According to a 2014 report by
the International Labour Organiza
tion, the United States and Papua
New Guinea are the only two na
tions in the world that do not offer
paid maternal leave by law.
Factories Hum Along at 14-Year
High Speed
A new study released by the
Institute for Supply Management
(ISM) indicated that U.S. manu
facturing activity has reached its
greatest pace in 14 years. The
report also indicated that supply
chain challenges and import
tariffs may cause friction that
will slow growth in the coming

Sri Lanka*
South Africa
Argentina*
Pakistan
Egypt*
Turkey*
Ukraine*

12

months. In a statement about
the report, ISM indicated that 16
of 18 manufacturing industries
reported growth in August, with
wood products and primary
metals the only industries not
reporting growth. “Demand is
still robust, but the nation’s em
ployment resources and supply
chains continue to struggle,”
said Timothy R. Fiore, chair
of ISM. He noted that survey
respondents “are again over
whelmingly concerned about
tariff-related activity, including
how reciprocal tariffs will impact
company revenue and current
manufacturing locations.”
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Gender-Diverse Boards Are
Greener Boards
A study published in the Journal
of Corporate Finance finds that
companies with gender-diverse
boards experience fewer lawsuits
related to environmental viola
tions. Researchers at the Univer
sity of Adelaide reviewed 1,893
lawsuits at S&P 1500 companies
between 2000 and 2015. The
result? For every female director
added to a company’s board,
the likely exposure to an environ
mental lawsuit dropped by 1.5
percent. “This can be attributed
to diversity theory, which says

that a group of people from more
diverse backgrounds—gender,
race, etc.—tend to make better
collective decisions, because they
canvas a wider range of perspec
tives,” said Chelsea Liu, senior
lecturer at the university and the
study’s author. “Environmental
violations not only have a signifi
cant impact on societies, but they
can also cause devastating losses
of shareholder value.”
NAFTA Rewrite Pleases
Union Leaders
Labor union leaders have closely
watched President Donald J.
Trump’s work to renegotiate
the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), a treaty that
unions deride for taking work
away from American factories and
other facilities. Desired changes
enumerated by the AFL-CIO last
summer were included, in part, in
a handshake agreement between
Mexico and the president, The
Wall Street Journal reports. In an
interview aired on NPR, AFL-CIO

AFL-CIO President Richard
Trumka
President Richard Trumka said
of NAFTA that “the only clear
winners so far have been global
corporations.” Days later, when
the deal hit a bump with Canada,
Trumka noted that he could not

PHOTO OF RICHARD TRUMKA, AP PHOTO/ALEX BRANDON; ISTOCK/GETTY IMAGES

Nomura analysts
have predicted—up
to 12 months in
advance—twothirds of the 54
developing nation
exchange-rate crises
since 1996.

Manufacturing demand is high.

U.K. Remuneration Policies Face
Shareholder Dissent
Disagreement is afoot in the
United Kingdom between
shareholders of FTSE companies
and the directors of companies
that set executives’ remuneration
policies. According to The Wall
Street Journal, 18 companies in
the FTSE 100 were faced with
dissident votes by shareholders
of 20 percent or more, while the
FTSE 250 saw dissenting votes
about director elections at 80
companies. While not yet in
effect, a new law finalized in July
would compel the boards of U.K.
companies that face 20 percent
dissent or greater on a proxy pro
posal vote to reply publicly about
the shareholder trend. An attor
ney from Cleary Gottlieb made
a statement to WSJ pointing out
that some companies are already
getting ahead of the law and are
making formal statements when
faced with significant shareholder
dissidence during elections.

see a deal without Canada
working in the favor of all
American workers.
Clayton: Mom and Pop
Should Invest in Unicorns
U.S. Securities and Exchange
Committee Chair Jay Clayton
announced at a meeting in
Nashville, Tennessee, that he
would like to make it easier for
individual investors to make
bets on highly valued private
company start-ups, so-called
unicorns. The SEC’s policy
regarding trades by smaller
investors requires the class of
prospectors to meet stringent
income and net-worth require

ments due to the risk involved
to their personal wealth. How
ever, the SEC plans to issue a
concept release seeking com
ments about how to revamp
the capital access model in a
way that would allow smaller
investors to see greater growth
of their personal retirement
and investment accounts. The
move could also open up cap
ital to markets that historically
have received little attention
from venture capitalists.
Hollywood Studio Makes
A Pledge
WarnerMedia, the parent
company of Warner Bros.,

HBO, and Turner, detailed a
companywide commitment to
greater inclusion of women,
people of color, the LGBTQ+
community, those with disabil
ities, and other underrepre
sented groups in all of its film
projects going forward. Just
Mercy is the first production
to fall under the new policy.
The Warner Bros. Pictures
release is based on the
best-selling nonfiction book
by attorney Bryan Stevenson
that details his work as
director of the Equal Justice
Foundation. The film is being
directed by Destin D
 aniel
Cretton and stars Michael B.

Jordan. Jordan, who serves
as an executive producer, and
his agent, Phillip Sun at WME,
helped WarnerMedia launch
the policy. Production began
in September in Atlanta.
Levi’s Fights Gun Violence
Levi Strauss & Co. has commit
ted to donating more than $1
million to groups dedicated
to ending gun violence. The
company has established the
Safer Tomorrow Fund to funnel
grants over the next four years
to nonprofits working to end
gun violence nationwide.
According to Levi Strauss
President and CEO Chip

STRATEGIC
LEGAL ADVISORS
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subscribe to our quarterly Developments in Governance
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Need To Know

cerned him was growing market
uncertainty.

Top Ten
Reported
Reasons for
2018 CEO
Departures
1. Stepped down
2. Retired
3. Resigned
4. New position
in another
company
5. Interim CEO
period ended
6. No reason given
7. Terminated
8. Pursued other
opportunities
9. Scandal
10. Acquisition/
merger
Source: Challenger, Gray
& Christmas

Bergh, the company will double
all donations to the fund made
by its employees. In addition,
Levi Strauss has agreed to work
with Everytown for Gun Safety,
founded by former New York
City Mayor Michael Bloomberg
in 2014. Bergh, a former U.S.
Army officer, has made it clear
that he is not calling for a repeal
of the Second Amendment.  
Tariffs Put Brakes
On Automaker IPO
Swedish carmaker Volvo and its
Chinese parent company Geely
halted their plans to publicly list
Volvo on a Stockholm exchange,
citing tariffs and other trade
uncertainties.
The automaker was set to
trade at a valuation between $16
billion and $30 billion, Reuters
reports, and may still list in the
future. Geely purchased Volvo
from Ford Motor Co. for $1.8
billion in 2010. Geely also has
stakes in Daimler, AB Volvo, and
Lotus. Volvo delivered 61,480
cars to China in the first half of
2018. While Volvo CEO Hakan
Samuelsson cited concerns over
capital development in pension
funds after an IPO, he also told
Reuters that what really con
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Artificial Intelligence: The Next Steam Engine?

A robot at work at an Amazon fulfillment center in New Jersey.
A report released by McKinsey Global Institute compares the poten
tial economic impact of artificial intelligence (AI) to that of the steam
engine. The claim was backed up with data: the introduction of steam
engines in the 1800s increased worker productivity by 0.3 percent
per year, while robots used in manufacturing in the 1990s increased
productivity by 0.4 percent and information technology infrastructure
has seen productivity grow by 0.6 percent. The report estimates that
by 2030, AI could deliver $13 trillion in global economic value. As with
other industrial advances, however, the growth may be uneven across
countries and even across companies, as early adopters are likely to see
the slowest rate of productivity from the investment but the greatest
eventual return.

PHOTO OF CHIP BERGH COURTESY OF LEVI STRAUSS, AP PHOTO/JULIO CORTEZ
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Levi Strauss CEO Chip Bergh

A Chapter Ends, a Milanese
Store Opens
After Starbucks Corp. founder
Howard D. Schultz stepped down
as chair in June, he had one last
milestone to look forward to:
the opening of a Starbucks in
Milan, the city that inspired him
to launch the chain in 1982. Italy
promises to be one of the most
challenging markets for Star
bucks, as Italians consider them
selves the godfathers of coffee

culture, accustomed to taking
their caffeine as shots of espres
so, delicate cups of cappuccino,
or cortados while standing at a
bar—all rituals that are very dif
ferent from Starbucks’ trademark
Frappucinos, which are not being
served in Milan.
Also different will be the price
of an espresso compared to the
nearly 1,500 competing coffee
bars in Milan. While a groggy
office worker typically could
down a shot of espresso for one
euro at most bars, Starbucks will
charge 1.80 euro. D
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Washington Update

Congressional Minority Turns Sights
To Board Diversity
Lawmakers cast bills to reform corporate governance while the SEC takes up the
proxy voting system. By Alexandra R. LaJoux
Sen. Elizabeth A.
Warren during a hearing
of the Senate Health,
Education, Labor, and
Pensions Committee,
on Capitol Hill in 2017.
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vestment horizons. Yet of the three events,
the Warren initiative may have the greatest
relevance to corporate directors because it
addresses board composition as a means to
that end. The Warren bill rests on the premise that corporations have a social purpose to
a broad set of stakeholders, and that boards
have a fiduciary duty to do more than deliver short-term returns to shareholders.
Warren’s bill is part of a broader movement of Democrat-sponsored corporate
governance bills seeking to change board
composition. While the possibility of these
bills becoming law in this Congress looks
bleak at best, these proposals indicate that
corporate governance is very much on the
minds of legislators and regulators. (Meanwhile, in California, an unprecedented bill
passed by the state assembly that would
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House Bills

Improving
Corporate
Governance
Through Diversity Act of 2017 (H.R.
970). This bill would require certain government contractors to provide data on the
racial, ethnic, and gender composition of
companies’ board of directors and senior
executives; data on the affiliation of any
such board member or executive to a historically underrepresented group, including veterans and individuals with disabilities; and any plan or strategy to improve the
diversity of such board members or executives. It was introduced in February 2017
and has not since seen movement.
Gender Diversity in Corporate Leadership Act of 2017 (H.R. 1611). This bill
would require the SEC to establish a Gender Diversity Advisory Group to study and

AP PHOTO/J. SCOTT APPLEWHITE

On August 15, Sen. Elizabeth A. Warren
(D-MA) filed the Accountable Capitalism
Act (S. 3348) calling for employee say in
board composition. Then on August 17,
President Donald J. Trump called on the
US Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) to investigate a move from quarterly to semi-annual earnings releases—a
concept supported by the Business Roundtable. Finally, on August 24, the SEC
announced that the headliner panel for
its fall investor advisory committee would
address reform of the US proxy voting system, picking up where the SEC left off in
2010 with its massive concept release on
the topic.
All of these initiatives have one thing in
common: the desire to move away from
short-term capitalism to one with longer in-

mandate a gender quota for the state’s
publicly traded companies. On the Russell 3000, 446 public companies are based
in California; of these, 26 percent do not
have a single woman on the board, according to data from Board Governance Research that was cited by the bill’s sponsors.
It was unclear at press time whether California Democratic Gov. Edmund G Brown
would sign the legislation, on his desk since
Sept. 10 before he leaves office. Brown is
not seeking re-election because of term
limits. No other state has a law stipulating
gender quotas on boards.
What follows is a summary of key national legislation taking aim at corporate governance practices.

make recommendations on strategies to increase gender diversity among the members
of the board of directors of issuers. If passed,
it would amend the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 to require issuers to make disclosures to shareholders with respect to gender diversity and for other purposes.
Jobs and Justice Act of 2018 (H.R.
5785). The first two provisions of this widereaching bill, which is also known as the
Urban Marshall Plan, impact the boards
and C-suite of companies contracting with
the government or issuing stock. The bill
would mandate that the boards of contractors with fees greater than $5 million report
on the gender, racial, and ethnic diversity
of their board and C-suite within 60 days.
Public companies also would be required
to report on the number of traditionally underrepresented people on their boards, including veterans and those with disabilities.
Similar requirements would be inserted as
an amendment to the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934. The bill has been referred to
a variety of House committees for review.
Reward Work Act (H.R. 6096). In addition to banning share repurchases, this bill
would mandate that one third of all board
seats would be held by employees.
Senate Bills

The Cybersecurity Disclosure Act of 2017
(S. 536). This bill would require public
companies to disclose if they have a board
member with expertise in cybersecurity
and to describe the nature of that expertise
or experience. If a company doesn’t have
a director with cybersecurity expertise on
the board, it will have to disclose the decision process for not including that expertise on the board. In the event that the bill
becomes law, the SEC would work with
the National Institute of Standards in Technology to define what constitutes boardlevel cybersecurity expertise. Hearings have
been held on the legislation.   

Reward Work Act (S. 2605). The bill
is nearly identical to the one issued in the
House under the same title.
Ensuring Diverse Leadership Act of
2018 (S. 2829). This bill to amend the
Federal Reserve Act would require Federal
Reserve banks to interview at least one individual reflective of gender diversity and
one individual reflective of racial or ethnic
diversity when appointing Federal Reserve
Bank presidents, and for other purposes.
The Accountable Capitalism Act (S.
3348). Last, but not least, the Warren bill,
the goal of which is to mandate employee

Overall, according to
Skopos Labs, there is no
pending bill in Congress
pertaining to board
composition that has
more than a 13 percent
chance of passage.
participation in the election of directors of
“large entities,” or companies, corporations,
limited liability companies, and joint stock
companies with more than $1 billion in
“gross receipts.” The bill states that not less
than two fifths of the board of a corporation
shall be elected by the employees of the corporation, and proposes that an agency be established with the authority to grant operating charters to companies. The bill also addresses the sale of securities by officers within a specific period of time, and outlines
rules for political spending by large entities.
The End Justifies the Means

None of these bills are likely to join the
ranks of the 239 laws passed so far by this
Republican Congress out of more than
12,000 that have been proposed. The

passage-predicting algorithm of Reutersowned Skopos Labs gives Warren’s bill the
3 percent chance typically given any new
bill. Passage of a bill into law is predicted
based on a number of factors, including
whether the sponsor is in the majority or
minority political party (majority is better), number of cosponsors (the higher
the number the better), and whether it
has passed a chamber (House or Senate).
Overall, according to Skopos Labs, there
is no pending bill in Congress pertaining
to board composition that has more than
a 13 percent chance of passage. Most have
only a 3 or 4 percent chance, except for
the Senate’s Reward Work Act (S. 2605)
and Ensuring Diverse Leadership Act (S.
2829). According to Skopos Labs, these
have a meager, though more promising
chance of becoming law: 13 percent and 8
percent respectively, as of this writing.
In spite of its long shot at passing to the
president’s desk, the Warren bill may have
longer lasting effects. In a recent client letter, venerable attorney Martin Lipton predicted its eventual success in changing US
board culture. Lipton compared Warren’s
influence to that of environmental reformer
Ralph Nader. While Nader’s boldest ideas
never became law, his pursuit of reform
changed practice. Lipton’s theory makes
sense. Indeed, the Warren bill is part of a
broader movement of Democrat-sponsored
governance bills looking to change board
composition through regulation.
A final note: All of these bills are sponsored by Democrats, currently the minority
party in both the House and Senate. If November elections bring a Democratic majority to the House, and deliver a few more
Democrat votes to the Senate, some of these
bills could be reintroduced.
The lesson for boards is simple: The focus on achieving greater diversity and inclusion in American boardrooms should
begin (and end) with the board. D
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Keeping Count

Emerging Risks Create Challenges For
Private Company Boards
A survey
of private
company
boards reveals
objective
pressure
testing of
strategy is a
barrier to risk
assessment.
By Barton
Edgerton and
Ted Sikora

18

Much like their public company peers, private company boards are confronted with risks that seem to
arise more quickly and in unexpected ways, with
larger and less predictable impacts than experience
might suggest. To meet these new challenges, boards
must begin to act differently, as traditional oversight
activities are unlikely to satisfy the future needs of the
organization.
The newly published 2017–2018 NACD Private
Company Governance Survey collected data from
nearly 400 private company directors and executives
on risk oversight and a variety of other governance topics. Respondents report seeing a growing number of
disruptive and interrelated business trends affecting
their organizations. For example, more than half of
boards (58%) identified “significant industry changes” as one of the top five trends impacting their organizations (see sidebar, opposite). An additional 48
percent see “competition for talent” among these
top trends. Other areas of concern include business
model and technology disruptions, political uncertainty, and changes in global economic conditions.
Directors of private companies report that their
boards are already taking some important steps to understand the impact of these risks on corporate strategy. Two-thirds of respondents say that over the past
year they have evaluated risks to their organization’s
strategy and have been in open dialogue with management about the type of information the board
needs for effective oversight. Just over half of private
company boards (51%) have assessed emerging risks.
That means that 49 percent have not—and this is
where some challenges become a bit clearer.
Risks associated with newer business trends are
likely to be interconnected with each other and with
traditional risks. However, just 25 percent of private
company boards have evaluated major risk interdependencies, and even fewer (22%) have reviewed
the flow of risk information, both of which are critical for organizations to plan for and respond to risk
events (see Figure 1). Finally, just 40 percent of pri-
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vate boards report that they have tested management’s
assumptions about key risks facing the company. Taken together, many private boards are left unprepared
to effectively oversee strategy in a fast-moving and dynamic risk environment.
Yet, if the desire is there, one might ask why boards
are not doing more. One barrier, according to survey
respondents, is that they simply do not have enough
time on the agenda for in-depth strategy discussions—the types of conversations where the impact
of these risks is likely to be considered. According to
60 percent of respondents, time constraints are the
top barrier to overseeing strategy (see Figure 2). Even
with sufficient time, however, 58 percent of respondents reported that it is difficult to objectively pressure test strategy.
Boards and their management teams sense the
pressure of a fast-paced business environment. Eighty
percent of private boards report that they need to improve their understanding of risks and opportunities
over the next year, and 71 percent seek to improve
their contribution to strategy development. Getting
corporate strategy right is increasingly difficult, especially given the myriad disruptive changes to the operating environment.
Private company boards appear committed to improving their oversight of these disruptive forces and
the associated impact on corporate strategy. To do so,
however, boards may consider supplementing their
own expertise with the use of separate advisory bodies
or independent experts.
Private boards might also require their management teams to produce more forward-looking reports
on key risks and opportunities, present scenarios, and
consider the possible effects of high-impact, low-
likelihood risk events. Finally, strategy and disruption
discussions should be incorporated into relevant portions of board agendas. D
Visit NACDonline.org to download the full 2017–2018
NACD Private Company Governance Survey.

Evaluated risks to the company’s strategy

66%

Trends that will have the
greatest impact on private
companies over the next 12
months (percentage of respondents who rated a trend
in their top five)

Communicated with management about the types of
risk information the board requires

66%

Significant industry changes

FIGURE 1

Which of the following risk oversight practices has your board
performed over the last 12 months?

Assessed emerging risks

51%

Performed in-depth reviews of speciﬁc top risks

50%

Evaluated risks of the company’s strategy

46%

Assigned clearly deﬁned roles to its standing
committees with regards to risk oversight

44%

Tested management’s assumptions about key risks
facing the company
Developed or reviewed the company’s risk appetite
framework to guide major business decisions
Reviewed the company’s incentive structure for the
potential of excessive risk-taking behavior

Competition for talent

48%
Business model disruption

44%

40%

Cybersecurity threats

41%

34%

Changing global
economic conditions

29%

36%

FIGURE 2

Barriers to strategy oversight, ranked by percentage of
respondents reported that the below were barriers to a moderate
or great extent.
Not enough time during board meetings for in-depth
strategy discussions

60%

Difﬁculty to objectively pressure test the validity of
assumptions underlying strategy

58%

Inadequate performance metrics to assess the progress
against strategy execution

49%

Insufﬁcient information provided my management
about strategic course of the company

43%

Insufﬁcient understanding of the
industry/environmental contest affective strategy

41%

Pressure to focus board attention almost exclusively on
short-term performance matters
Senior management team is overly defensive of current
plans hindering effective dialogue
Insufﬁcient spirit of inquiry among directors to dig into
current strategy and alternatives

58%

36%
34%
31%

Technology disruptions

34%
Increased regulatory
burden

30%
Political uncertainty
in the United States

29%
Shifts in consumer
spending and behaviors

28%
Source: 2017–2018 NACD Private Company
Governance Survey

Source: 2017–2018 NACD Private Company Governance Survey
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Director Development

Technology, Culture Skills in Demand
By Rochelle Campbell

Rochelle Campbell leads
NACD’s Board Recruitment Services. She is a
director of Child Steps
International, a nonprofit
that supports children and
communities in 
Liberia,
and chairs its communications committee. Email
her at rcampbell@NACD
online.org.
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Technology developments and
business model disruptions in
recent years have dramatically
altered or reshaped strategy for
organizations in all industries. As
a result, boards working to keep
up with these changes are them
selves becoming more strategic in
their board recruitment practices.
As recently as three years ago,
boards were including cyber
security expertise as a primary
need on their skill matrices;
shortly thereafter, cloud comput
ing was added to the list. About
two years ago, we saw an uptick
in clients looking to add market
ing skills to their boards as they
sought to stay ahead of the sig
nificant transitions in online sales
and retail.
Changing consumer behaviors
also drove the a ddition of board
members with e-commerce, data
analytics, and digital transforma
tion experience, as companies
and nominating and governance
chairs began looking for crossfunctional e
xpertise that en
compassed an understanding of
traditional marketing with emerg
ing technologies.
Even in the last six months, we
have begun to see requirements
diverge into two main areas. The
first is deeper technology expe
rience, particularly in artificial
intelligence and machine learn
ing, two fields that are transform
ing businesses. Almost half of the
NACD Board Recruitment Ser
vices searches so far this year have
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specified a component of these
emerging technology skill sets.
The second is a need for skills
rooted in culture development,
human resources, and environ
mental, social, and governance
(ESG) issues. The latter may be
in part a response to the #MeToo
movement and to increasing in
vestor demand around ESG. We
anticipate requests will increase
as the effects, concerns, and con
siderations of these issues perme
ate more boardrooms.
Whatever hard skills a board
may be looking for, boardroom
diversity—especially gender—is
a requirement in current recruit
ment demands.
Dozens of organizations de
voted to increasing the inclusion
of women on boards have in re
cent years joined C
 atalyst, includ
ing TheBoardlist, Direct Women,
and Women in the Boardroom.
In addition, major investors are
demanding that more women be
added to boards dominated by
men. In the last year alone, Black
rock, CalPERS, and proxy advisor
Glass, Lewis & Co. have issued
warnings to public boards with no,
or not enough, women on them.
By midyear, Institutional
Shareholder Services reported
that women had gained a record
number of board seats. Women
on Boards 2020, a research or
ganization, has tracked some
growth in female board place
ments that our recruitment prac
tice has also seen. Women on

boards of Fortune 1000 compa
nies increased from 14.6 percent
in 2011, to 20.8 percent in 2017.
Last year, more than 90 percent
of board placements by NACD’s
recruitment practice were diver
sity candidates, the majority of
whom were women.
Boards are still seeking techni
cal expertise while also stipulat
ing diverse candidates—and get
ting them. In 2017, 55 percent
of our placements were women
with strong technical skills; so far
in 2018, 40 percent have been
female directors with technical
backgrounds.. (We regard can
didates as having very technical
backgrounds if they possess a
specific degree and their profes
sional or academic experience is
deep in engineering, informa
tion technology, cybersecurity,
or heavy manufacturing.)
As companies continue to
confront disruption by diversify
ing their leadership and board
rooms, we anticipate seeing
greater demand for directors with
experience in communications.
With no foreseeable slow
down in the speed of change in
business, communication skills
are likely to grow in demand
for two reasons. First, to address
more penetrating questions from
stakeholders about composition
(and other disclosures); and sec
ond, to help articulate the value
that diversity and inclusion spe
cifically bring to their organiza
tions and boardrooms.
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The evaluation process provides boards with an essential tool for
continuous improvement. NACD’s faculty of sitting directors helps boards
reinvigorate their current evaluation process by

• providing objective, third-party perspectives based on experience in the boardroom;
• partnering with the board to identify strengths, risks, and opportunities;
• conducting candid discussions with individual directors; and

• appreciating the nuances of the boardroom and needs for sensitivity and confidentiality.
Our proven evaluation process yields concrete action steps for your
board, and establishes a roadmap for continuous improvement.
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NACD Board Evaluations are facilitated
by sitting directors. (sample listing)
Dona D. Young is the lead director of Foot
Locker Inc. and serves as a strategic advisor.
She has 40 years of experience as a chair,
director, and C-suite executive.
Steven L. Gerard is currently a director on the
boards of Lennar Corp. and Las Vegas Sands
Co. He has served as the CEO of CBIZ Inc. and
as the lead director of Joy Global Inc.
Paula H. J. Cholmondeley is CEO of Sorrel
Group and currently a member of three
boards. She has chaired audit, governance,
strategy, and CSR committees.

NACD Fellow Spotlight

Orlando D. Ashford
Team builder. Globe-trotter. Daring leader.
Current positions: Director, ITT; founding member, Positive Coaching Alliance, Seattle chapter;
chair, Executive Leadership Council; president, Holland America Line, a subsidiary of Carnival Corp.
Past positions: President, talent business, Mercer; senior vice president of human resources and
chief human resources and communications officer, Marsh & McLennan Cos.; group director of
human resources, Eurasia and Africa, Coca-Cola Co.
Education: BS and MS, Purdue University
How has your role as a director of ITT influenced your leadership at Holland America Line (HAL)?
ITT and Carnival Corp., HAL’s parent, are respected corporations that have been around a long time,
so they have great reputations and sound governance practices. I’ve been able to take things from both
environments and share them with the other. I have noticed that because I serve on a board, I am a far
better presenter as an executive in service to Carnival’s board. I know what it means to be focused on
governance when presenting to the board, and what I need to give to Carnival’s directors to help them
be effective in their own roles.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ORLANDO D. ASHFORD

What should directors be doing to speed efforts to make their boardrooms more diverse and
inclusive?
You have to start by expanding the opportunity. People from different backgrounds bring
an essential collective intelligence into the boardroom. With the right breadth and depth of
knowledge, as well as the right range of backgrounds, your board can triangulate problems
and get to better answers faster than you would have with people of like minds and experiences. To achieve this, however, boards of all kinds have got to get bold. They have
to look at candidates outside the C-suite, because if you’re looking for diversity in that
pool, you’re going to be limited by virtue of the number of people of color and women
who are in those positions.
How can boards help management future-proof their workforce?
There’s so much pressure in corporate America to sprint from quarter to quarter that
we get pulled away from looking at the longer term for our people. It’s understandable.
However, directors have to make sure that management takes the time to look down the line
at strategy, technology, possible disruptive forces, and at their own people. ITT was born from
a corporate split, which also split up a lot of its talent. Many of ITT’s people were new at what
they were doing—including in the C-suite—which meant that our team had to think critically
about training, developing a pipeline, and having a strong succession plan in place in the event
that someone wasn’t fit for their role. Many companies could face this precise scenario as more
companies merge and get disrupted by new technologies, but with careful scenario planning
and a future-looking strategy in place, ITT is thriving, and so is its board. Your board can, too.
			
—Interview conducted, condensed, and edited by Katie Swafford

Become an NACD Board Leadership Fellow and join the highest echelon of
governance professionals. For information, email Fellowship@NACDonline.org.
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Adapting to Future Trends
‘Living in
exponential
times’ requires
boards to face
atypical risks
with purpose
and agility.
By Katie
Swafford
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management and oversight. Wherever your board is
in its maturity of risk oversight and foresight, there are
ample opportunities to set new standards and adapt
to a business environment that one commissioner described as “living in exponential times.”
Cole and Westbrook discussed their approach as
co-authors of the report in a series of recent telephone interviews. What became clear through these
conversations was that their collective experience
and wisdom was tempered with humility and curiosity. Both said they have realized that looking back as
a tactic for understanding how to approach the future
becomes less fruitful every day. Nevertheless, their
individual boardroom experiences navigating disruptions informed how they led the BRC to its final recommendations and to the development of a robust
set of tools intended to enhance your board’s ability
to adapt.

BOB KAYGANICH
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Agility requires action, and the 2018 NACD Blue Ribbon Commission (BRC) provides a new playbook for
directors to strengthen their risk oversight and assess
the resiliency of their organizations. The Report of the
NACD Blue Ribbon Commission on Adaptive Governance: Board Oversight of Disruptive Risks—to be
released at the Global Board Leaders’ Forum on Oct.
1 in Washington, D.C.—encourages boards to reexamine their preparedness and management’s ability
to respond to the myriad of emerging, disruptive, and
atypical risks.
With a firm grasp of the challenges facing boards,
BRC Co-chairs Sue W. Cole and Kelvin R. Westbrook
agree that adaptive governance is a fine balance between ambition and understanding the company’s
risk tolerance. They led a commission of 27 directors
and outside experts over the course of nine months
to rethink and challenge traditional approaches to risk

In the Trenches
Nearly 10 years ago, both of the commission co-chairs faced the
effects of the Great Recession head-on. Few companies were unscathed by the financial crisis that began in the United States and
cascaded around the globe, and most companies were blindsided
by the severity and implications of the risks embedded in the credit
markets that they relied on. The Blue Ribbon Commission report
presses directors to think critically about their preparation to meet
new and unexpected risks like the ones underlying the 2008 crisis.
Consider, for example, Westbrook’s experiences as an executive
and as a public company director. “Without naming any names, I
would say that many companies, including some with which I have
been affiliated, didn’t fully appreciate the risks that were being carried on or off the balance sheet,” he said. Many companies have
since wised up to market risks that could impact their bottom line.
“I think now, coming out of the process of trying to understand what
happened in the 2008 crash, I couldn’t tell you that I am on any
board where we don’t go through an exercise periodically to stress
test our balance sheets and the assumptions embodied in the decisions that have been made,” he said. Westbrook is currently a director of Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., Camden Properties Trust,
Mosaic Co., and T-Mobile US.
He is not alone among his peers who wish they had been better prepared. “That was a time when, if you had asked people if they thought
they had a risky balance sheet, they would have taken for granted
that the credit markets would always be open. Now, the possibilities
of that happening were very low, but I wish we all had been better
prepared by looking more seriously at that possibility,” Westbrook said. Westbrook’s story underscores the need for directors to consider

Kelvin R. Westbrook
and Sue W. Cole

even risks that may seem most at the fringe of their industries. “Just
think about cybersecurity. I chuckle at how companies used to think
they were immune. Today, I don’t think anyone, or any company, in
any industry, would say they are immune,” he added.
Cole’s attention was turned to the charitable sector during the crisis. Cole was a director of the United Way of Greater Greensboro,
North Carolina, as well as of Martin Marietta Materials. She continues to serve on that board, and has since joined the boards of Biscuitville, a private, family-owned restaurant company, and Diversified
Trust Co., an employee-owned wealth management firm. She also
is on the NACD board. Through the earliest days of the recession,
Cole witnessed the decline of traditional types of corporate giving
in the Greensboro area and the precipitous growth of the number
of people requiring the services of the United Way. “When I first
started working in 1973, I contributed to United Way through my
employer’s program,” said Cole, pointing out that it was easy to do
and she donated out of a sense of duty. Her gift increased with the
years as she became more successful in her career. However, such
giving models are fading.
“If you look at the past decade, society started thinking about
giving in their communities a little differently, and people are not
employed the same way as before, so giving patterns have changed
dramatically,” she said. The slowly emerging risk of donor changes
compounded with the decrease in disposable income brought about
by the recession, forcing the United Way to change its fundraising and community investment strategies. What resulted from the
change was a greater good for the Greensboro area.
“We had to transform the local strategy from taking money in
mostly from major companies and employers and distributing that
to agencies, to one that pulled agencies together into a single center focused on eliminating poverty,” Cole said. “The United Way
formed a new program called the Family Success Center. The Family Success Center’s agencies provided services to people who
were underemployed or unemployed, and we worked directly
with dealing with the root cause of poverty from a number of
different angles.”
In the face of new challenges, the United Way chapter under Cole’s board leadership dramatically changed its strategy,
and as a result was able to expand its impact. “If we didn’t deal
with the basic strategy of how to fundraise and effectively use
those funds across the community to eliminate the root causes
of poverty, we would have risked losing dominance in
the community,” she said. “The model that our local branch created in the wake of crisis is now being
played out on a national front.”
Cole’s and Westbrook’s stories demonstrate that
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outcomes will vary when meeting disruption. “We have to continuously remember that every organization is going to be at different
stages in their oversight sophistication, but there’s always something
that they can draw on from NACD’s research and writings,” Cole
said. That’s where their work on this year’s BRC report comes in.
Fit for Work
Risk oversight has only become more complicated by the fact that
business operations are fundamentally different from even a decade
ago. The speed of change necessitates that your board is fit for the
work. “There’s not a cookbook for how to deal with this stuff,” said
Cole. Thus, the commission’s report challenges boards to anticipate
and get ahead of change.
“In an operating environment frequently characterized by the acronym VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity),
boards need to help their organizations do a better job assessing disruptive risks, whether internally or externally driven, that could have
a significant economic, operational, or reputational impact—and to
be better prepared to respond when the unforeseen does occur,” the
co-chairs write in their introductory letter to the report. “We believe
this task is not an optional consideration for directors—it is a critical
imperative for boards of both for-profit and nonprofit organizations,

Think Like a Futurist
BRC Co-chairs Sue W. Cole and Kelvin R. Westbrook
recommended their go-to resources for preparing to ask the
right questions in the boardroom.
Read the news. Whether it’s The Wall Street Journal, The
New York Times, or another trusted business publication,
adaptive directors understand the complexities of the
geopolitical environment with a steady diet of reporting by
intelligent writers in magazines, industry journals, newspapers,
blogs, and other media.
Keep up with analysts. Cole pointed to analysts’ reports as
a mainstay of reliable sources to keep up on quarter-to-quarter
risks—and to hear opinions beyond those that appear on a
board portal.
Attend events that feature innovators. Whether he’s
exploring the start-up scene in St. Louis or attending CES with
his son at his side, Westbrook challenges himself to seek out
what’s new wherever he is.
The bottom line? To think outside the box of your board
book, directors should be open to a variety of perspectives.
Seek new sources and ways to learn that reveal unexpected
questions and that cultivate the curiosity to find answers.
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both private and public companies. Because these types of risks are
often ambiguous, complex, and difficult to identify, this will require
building proficiency in what we call adaptive governance.”
While the report is intended to apply to different stages of maturity
for a board’s enterprise risk management (ERM), the commission’s
research found most board oversight of emerging risks deficient.
“We thought that given everything that’s going on boards ought to be
encouraged to improve by reevaluating their approach to risk oversight in the current environment—to step up their game,” Westbrook
said. “NACD and our commission did a survey of directors that indicated that the majority of boards felt they were not spending enough
time even talking about this area of [atypical] risk. If you’re not taking
the time to do so, what you’re doing probably isn’t adequate.” In spite
of their assessment, the co-chairs wanted their findings to inspire and
empower directors who are often overloaded with work and information. A summary of recommendations follows.
■■ Define what adaptive governance looks like for your board.
Assess the risks that might have the greatest impact on your organization’s ability to function and thrive. Set goals for strengthening
governance based on what you would need to have in place either
to respond to a negative incident or to bounce back with resilience,
and task the nominating and governance committee with assigning
the work appropriately.
■■ Seek outside resources for information critical to assessing
emerging risks. “If you’re going about the risk oversight process by
gathering information in the same way that you have historically,
then you’re probably leaving some very relevant data inputs on the
table,” Westbrook said. These resources include hiring subject-
matter-specific consultants, attending educational events, and pressing management to provide greater context into how their reported
results were compiled and how conclusions were drawn.
■■ Develop awareness of cognitive biases that could be acting
like blinders. “A great leader is going to be very self-aware,” Cole
said. “And the same goes for the board—we have to be aware we
have our own biases.” Westbrook suggested that directors “spend time
with people who didn’t occupy this world 30 years ago.” “They’re not
concerned with what used to be. They’re focused on now and tomorrow, and the pace of change for them is very comfortable,” he said.
Westbrook also suggested developing an advisory board, while Cole
mentioned bringing specialized experts into the boardroom if an advisory board doesn’t make sense for your organization.
■■ Create a board culture where skepticism is encouraged. “We
have to set up the environment where it’s okay to ask questions, to
debate, to disagree,” Cole said. “It’s that simple. We’re put on boards
to have the oversight, the insight, and the foresight, and you can’t do
that without asking questions continuously.” Boards that do not em-

bolden directors to seek greater context may miss indicators of risks
that could be right under their noses—and may miss the opportunity
to seize on a risk that could create greater value.
■■ Stop looking backward. “Depending on where you sit, you
can’t derive a lot of comfort from the way things have played out
in the past, because that world looks very different from where we
are today,” Westbrook said. When the stakes change, boards have
to change their approach to risk oversight. “If you’ve not been here
before, I don’t know how much you should rely on history to give
you comfort that you’re at a good place,” he added. Directors should
learn from past mistakes and triumphs, but also recognize that the
operating environment now is significantly different from the one
where they may have cut their teeth as executives.
These suggestions are meant to help directors become the best
that they can be, but the report and its toolkit will mean little to the
business world without acting to make changes. Which risks should
boards prepare for? Cole and Westbrook shared their thoughts on
what they sense will pose the greatest challenges in the years ahead.
On the Horizon
When Westbrook was asked what potential risks worry or fascinate
him the most, he lit up with excitement about the possibilities of
5G technologies. He also quickly mentioned the attendant risks and
ramifications of the technology on the Internet of Things (IoT),
which would be exponentially more powerful with the ubiquity of
5G communications. “That’s Pandora’s box, but that box is going to
open,” Westbrook said.
Cole’s greatest concerns stem from outside the company. “I
feel like companies have a fair way of dealing with internal things,
but everything going on externally is worrisome for me,” she said.
“First, I really worry about technology and cybersecurity issues, because I believe they apply to every company, and to society in general. We’ve got these great resources and technologies that have reinvented the world, but they’ve also brought some threats—and all
at a speed that changes so rapidly. And my second concern would
be geopolitical unrest.”
At a macro level, the growing income divide in America—and
around the globe, for that matter—also raises profound questions
for Westbrook. “The implications of that divide are not well understood.There are social disruptions tied to that growing gap that
will come to bear,” he said. A related emerging risk he cited is the
healthcare crisis. “For those of us who spend time thinking about
the costs of providing healthcare, there’s a recognition that the current business model is not sustainable and that few solutions have
evolved to deal with that looming crisis.” He also finds himself ruminating over just how American workers will receive the educa-

tion they need at the speed business requires to fill jobs.
Whatever the risks, Westbrook and Cole agree that there’s plenty
of upside if management and boards are prepared to seize on the
opportunities presented by atypical risks. “I think it’s healthy to look
at your current state, consider your future state, and ask yourself how
you get to that future state with as few strands tied to legacy assets as
possible,” Westbrook said. “Because that’s where the competition is
coming. They don’t feel tied to the past.”
“There’s an art, I think, to figuring out how to deal with what may
be perceived as negatives in a way that sees there very may well be
positive outcomes,” Cole said. “A key point that we tried to make
in this report—and I hope the point is made clearly enough—is
that risk can have some positives. It can create opportunity that you
might not have had otherwise. So, I think you’ve got to look carefully and creatively to see what positive things can come when you
provide executives the foresight needed to trust their gut and give
them genuine encouragement to act on their instincts. After all,
one of the greatest mistakes anyone can make in this environment
is inaction.”

What’s in the Toolkit
Looking for useful tools to help you forge ahead with the
recommendations from the Blue Ribbon Commission? Pick
up your copy of the full report at the 2018 Global Board
Leaders’ Summit or review the member-exclusive toolkit at
NACDonline.org/Disruption. Here are the titles you’ll find in
the report.
1. Taxonomy of Disruptive Risks
2. The Role of the Board in Oversight of Geopolitical Risk
3. Board Evaluation of Enterprise Risk Management
Effectiveness
4. Dynamic Risk Assessment: Considerations for Directors
5. Integrating Disruptive Risk Oversight Criteria Into
Board Evaluations
6. Four Operating Principles for Developing Resilient
Executive-Compensation Plans
7. Board-Management Risk Prioritization Exercise
8. Enhancing Board Identification and Oversight of
Disruptive Risks
9. Guidelines for Scenario Analysis of Disruptive Risks
10. Sample Board-Level Reporting: Scenario Analysis and
Disruptive Risks
11. Considerations for External Disclosures Related to Board
Oversight of Disruptive Risks
September/October 2018 NACDonline.org
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Harnessing the Power of Change
FUTURE TRENDS
Technology and demographic shifts are not only shaping and reshaping our day-to-day lives, they are also
changing the fundamentals of how we do business at
every level, from interacting with consumers and employees to sourcing top talent. To help directors identify
which trends will have the greatest impact on business,
NACD, in partnership with Broadridge Financial Solutions, mounted Future Trends in Austin, Texas. Over the
course of two days, directors toured a start-up incubator
and engaged in a day’s worth of discussions led by leading subject-matter experts on a variety of topics, from
blockchain, to cyber-risk oversight, to leveraging the
value presented by a diverse talent pool at all levels of
an organization—including the boardroom.
1
1. Amy Binder, CEO, RF | Binder;
Yumi Narita, vice president,
investment stewardship,
BlackRock; Drew Train, cofounder and president,
Oberland; Sophia Mendelsohn,
head of sustainability, JetBlue
Airways Corp.
2. Ashley Marchand Orme,
senior manager, research,
NACD; Ryan McManus, director,
Nortech Systems; Melissa Frugé,
chief legal officer, Spreadfast
3. Jeffrey McCreary, director,
Benchmark Electronics

3

2

4. Sanjai Bhagat, provost
professor of finance, University
of Colorado Boulder; Frank
Teruel, chief financial officer,
ThreatMatrix; Diane Sanches,
principal, TriCap Partners
5. Shawn Henry, chief security
officer and president,
CrowdStrike Services
6. Robert M. Galford, lead
independent director, Forrester
Research
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6

TECH SYMPOSIUM
This immersive event in Silicon Valley, hosted by NACD
in partnership with Grant Thornton and Marsh &
McLennan Cos., provided an in-depth look at how technology and innovation will reshape businessand how
directors should think about building the boardrooms of
the future. In addition to experts offering their insights
on key technologies that merit board-level attention,
directors provided their own perspectives on how they
approach innovation and technological disruption.
Attendees also toured Plug and Play Technologies and
four of the main campuses of Google, where they deepened their knowledge about venture capitalism in Silicon
Valley, approaches to innovation in Europe and China,
and how artificial intelligence and cloud computing are
transforming businesses.

1

1. Friso van der Oord, director
of research and editorial, NACD;
Shelly Palmer, CEO, The Palmer
Group; Andrea Bonime-Blanc,
founder and CEO, GEC Risk
Advisory; JT Kostman, director,
Reimagine Holdings and Jocata
2. Erin Essenmacher, chief
programming officer, NACD;
Nora Denzel, director, Ericsson;
Christa Steele, former CEO,
Mechanic Bank
2

3

3. Jia Jiang, founder, Wuju
Learning
4. Nichole Jordan, national
managing partner-clients,
markets, and industries, Grant
Thornton
5. Michael Daniels, director,
Blackberry; Jeff Burgess, national
managing partner, audit services,
Grant Thornton

4

5

6

6. Shri Santhanam, partner,
Oliver Wyman Labs; Charlotte
Whitmore, co-founder and chair,
Analytics Pros; Nadia Banks, Intel
Sports experience manager
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“The future is already here—it’s just not evenly distributed.”
—WILLIAM GIBSON, AUTHOR, DISTRUST THAT PARTICULAR FLAVOR

Future Tech: Unprecedented Opportunities,
Unrivaled Threats
By JT Kostman
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and compensation committees, boards will be expected to ensure
the organizations they oversee are sufficiently tech savvy. While in
the past technological considerations were treated as operational
choices best left to leadership, they have now become existential
issues that ultimately determine the viability of the enterprise. As
such, failing to ensure your firm maintains or exceeds technological stasis within its industry may be construed as failing a fiduciary
responsibility to stockholders and stakeholders alike.
The good news is that while there have been thousands of innovations (over the past decade alone), any of which could have a
considerable impact on businesses of every size and sector, there
are only a handful of forces that are fundamentally changing the
economic world.

Five Forces Forging the Future

1

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

As part of the $1.2 billion research and development budget for information technology JPMorgan Chase & Co. set aside to ensure its
technological advantage over the competition, the firm recently introduced a platform it calls COIN, a portmanteau of contract investigation. This system, which went live in 2017, is likely to create a
new de facto standard for financial, legal, and professional services.
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It’s hard to believe, but it’s been just over 10 years since Steve Jobs
introduced us to the iPhone. Only five years ago, big data and
cloud computing were nascent concepts. And over the past two
years, progress in artificial intelligence (AI) has advanced more significantly than at any time in history—with no indication its evolution will plateau anytime soon.
Self-driving cars, digital currency, 3-D printers, multifunctional
robots, wristwatch telephones, the World Wide Web. The things
we encountered in the comics, cartoons, and sci-fi of our youth are
now the stuff of everyday life. If you own a smartphone—and I suspect you do—and you’re somewhere upwards of 50, you now have
more computing power in your pocket than existed on the planet
when you were born. The Apollo 11 space capsule that landed
men on the moon in 1969 had less computing power than your
washing machine.
As much as technology has already impacted the organizations
we oversee, it is only the prelude, the overture of a Cambrian explosion that has erupted over the past few years due to a handful of
technologies that are now collectively giving rise to what is being
called the fourth industrial revolution.
Board members who previously constrained themselves to
providing oversight, guidance, and accountability to ensure the
companies they counsel conduct themselves both responsibly financially and appropriately ethically, are increasingly finding they
have new responsibilities:
■■ When the consequence of a single data breach can present as
an extinction-level event.
■■ When productivity gains occasioned through technology can
afford competitors uncontestable advantages, literally overnight.
■■ When customer expectations can be anticipated and exceeded in ways that are tantamount to reading their minds at scale.
It’s small wonder why Forrester Research recently reported that
“Businesses adopting AI, IoT [Internet of Things] and big data will
take $1.2 trillion from their less informed peers by 2020.”
Yes, that’s trillion, with a T.
Given that U.S. gross domestic product is $16.7 trillion, that is a
truly staggering sum. If Forrester is right—and there is no reason to
believe it’s not—this will amount to the greatest economic shift in
history. And it is expected to occur over the next six quarters.
We are entering a new era in which, in addition to audit, finance,

COIN relies on machine learning and natural language processing capabilities to review the tens of thousands of pages of mostly
boilerplate contracts that had, in years past, been reviewed by the
firm’s lawyers and loan officers. With accuracy rates that already exceed that of the humans who had previously performed this work,
the COIN system was able to more precisely review documents
that had previously taken a cadre of lawyers and loan officers a
combined total of 360,000 hours (i.e., the entire average lifespan
of a human being).
The system is still brand new—and continuing to learn. (Yes,
these systems actually learn, the very same way pigeons, puppies,
and people do.) Just as machines are now able to replicate and
replace any manual work that can be done by humans, within the
next five years virtually every cognitive task performed by people
will be accomplished better, faster, and more accurately by bots.
Consumer insight systems are now able to make future purchase
recommendations that are remarkably prescient and effective,
while systems augmenting the delivery of products, services, and
experiences are occasioning heretofore impossible gains in productivity, efficiency, and profitability.
The economics of commerce can, essentially, be reduced to just
two elemental factors: (1) better meeting consumers’ ever-evolving
wants, needs, desires, expectations, or demands; and (2) meeting
them with greater efficiency. AI is poised to confer advantages to
competing corporations like nothing we’ve ever seen before.

2

BLOCKCHAIN

Why do banks, brokerages, and government entities exist? It’s a
question we rarely step back and ask ourselves. But at the end of

the day, if you have to boil it down to a single reason, the most common denominator is trust.
The essential challenge in conducting commerce is the realization that Scottish economist Adam Smith was right when he
observed, over two centuries ago, “It is not from the benevolence
of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner,
but from their regard to their own interest.”
Self-interest drives all economic behaviors. And while we hope
that ethicality and morality will cause parties to conduct themselves honestly and honorably, institutions and governments are
erected among men—and regulations and laws are enacted—to
ensure we deal with one another fairly. These surrogate systems
serve, in short, as proxies for trust. While untraceable transactions
facilitated by cryptocurrencies will doubtless disrupt national economies and the means and methods of trade and taxation, the underlying technology of blockchain will even more fundamentally
and wholly change every aspect of commerce.
Blockchain is a method for occasioning peer-to-peer transactions among entities through a decentralized network. It negates
the need for trust by recording transactions in an immutable, publicly viewable, distributed ledger that is continuously vetted and
verified by independent third parties that are compensated by proving the legitimacy of transactions through the solution of mathematical puzzles.
In plain English, think of blockchain as being akin to an Excel
sheet. The sheet is hosted on a secured website that can only be
accessed by a password, but it is otherwise publicly viewable by
anyone with access to the site. The headers for each column on
this sheet are clearly marked (e.g., date/time, sender, receiver,
amount, etc.), and each of the rows represents a unique transaction. The specific information contained along the rows, in
each of the cells, that shows the details of the transactions is encrypted (i.e., hashed). Now, imagine that rather than having just
one central authority host this sheet, we make identical copies—
updating them regularly—and distribute those ledgers to all the
participants in our network. Add a final column that contains
a snippet of computer code (that can authorize an app on the
receiver’s machine to engage in some action), and you now not
only understand blockchain, you also have the fundaments of
smart contracts.
Using a blockchain, the provenance of any product or thing can
be established and maintained, indelibly, and in perpetuity. Food,
equipment, medical records—anything. The traditional approaches to bookkeeping, auditing, record keeping, and contract management will soon be obsolesced, as will supply chain management,
project management, and the exchange of digital information and
September/October 2018 NACDonline.org
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services. Companies that fail to get ahead of the blockchain curve
will soon be at a distinct disadvantage in competing with their technologically enabled competitors.

3

CYBERSECURITY
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4

HYPER-CONNECTIVITY

Time is money, and “latency” is geek speak for “cost.” Whether
you call it efficiency, productivity, or responsivity, the ticking
clock tends to measure the greatest costs most companies incur.
Salaries, services, queries, and computations are all adversely impacted by time. And whether that latency is measured in computational costs or directly dollarized to assess its impact on the
bottom line, when it comes to tech, patience is not a virtue. The
faster bits and bytes can be calculated and transmitted, the better.

ISTOCK/GETTY IMAGES

The Equifax hack resulted in the theft of extensive personal information that the company had surreptitiously compiled on nearly
150 million Americans. Despite having been told of the vulnerabilities on two separate occasions—more than three months prior
to the breach—the company not only failed to act, it delayed informing its own board for over three weeks following the incident.
When former Equifax CEO and Chair Richard Smith testified
before Congress, Rep. Leonard Lance (R-NJ) asked him why he
took so long to loop in the board. Smith replied that the situation
was fluid and he wanted it to settle down first. Bipartisan dissatisfaction with Equifax’s handling of the event (and its subsequent
efforts to profit from it) was best summed up by Rep. Greg Walden
(R-OR), who said, “I don’t think we can pass a law that, excuse me
for saying this, fixes stupid.”
Trying to prove Walden wrong, in June the state of California
passed a sweeping consumer privacy law that will likely force significant changes and constraints on companies that deal in personal data. The costs—and the potential exposure for businesses
dealing in data (read: all companies operating in the modern economy) from what is sure to be only the first of a host of data privacy
laws—have yet to be determined.
Billions of dollars in cryptocurrency have been stolen. Municipalities and Fortune 500 companies have been held hostage by
ransomware. The Facebook/Cambridge Analytica debacle dis-

rupted the 2016 US presidential election. And the 2016 passage
by the European Union of the General Data Privacy Regulation,
with an effective date of May 1, 2018, was followed within hours
by privacy complaints against Google, Facebook, Instagram, and
WhatsApp that could carry fines of up to $9.3 billion.
How long will it be before we see some enterprising attorney
file a class action, treating these breaches as occurring as a consequence of inadequate security? For how much longer can GAAP
continue to fail to treat data as a recognizable asset?
The confluence of these issues makes it all but inevitable that
privacy and data security will become one of the most defining
issues of our time. To underscore just how vulnerable our most
precious data assets are, in August at DEF CON 26, one of the two
major annual events for cybersecurity professionals, an 11-year-old
boy hacked into an exact replica of Florida’s state election website
and changed simulated voting results—in under 10 minutes.
Board members are increasingly compelled to ask how safe their
data—the most valuable and irreplaceable asset of any modern enterprise—really is.

And the more zeroes and ones that can be beamed from place to
place per nanosecond, the merrier.
In 2010, a little-known company called Spread Networks took
on a project most people would have thought impossible. At a cost
of $300 million, it excavated an 825-mile trench from Chicago to
New York. The purpose? To install a fiber optic cable that gave its
customers a three-microsecond advantage in executing trades. To
put that into some perspective, it takes the human eye 300,000
microseconds to blink. Time is, indeed, big money.
Cities are also now competing for businesses based on their
ability to support higher-speed connections. Chattanooga, Tennessee, revitalized its economy by rolling out a fiber optic network a few years ago that now offers speeds of up to 1,000 Mbps
for just $70 a month. With connection speeds averaging around
9.8 Mbps in most US cities, municipalities that are competing
with Chattanooga for the outsized revenues that come from hosting high-tech talent and companies are bringing a pillow to a
gunfight.
Verizon and AT&T have similarly announced that they will
soon make 5G mobile telephony available in a handful of US cities. Current 4G LTE transfer speeds top out at about one gigabit
per second. That means that, if everything goes right and the connection persists without a problem (which rarely happens, as signals can be disrupted by buildings, microwaves, weather, and other
Wi-Fi signals), it takes about an hour to download a short highdefinition movie. 5G increases download speeds up to 10 gigabits
per second—which means that same high-definition movie can be
downloaded in a matter of seconds.
If you remember the days of dial-up modems, get ready for differences even more pronounced going forward. And as machine learning algorithms become increasingly integral to on-demand services
supporting everything from database access to recommender systems to self-driving cars to medical and logistical support systems,
the speed of connections becomes increasingly critical.
As much as Internet connections can impact businesses, their
effect pales in comparison to the value of increasing human connections. Studies my teams and I have conducted in organizations
ranging from Samsung to the Central Intelligence Agency have
shown that the collective intelligence and abilities of the human
network within organizations has far less to do with the intellect
and efforts of any individual—and far more to do with the extent
and strength of the connections between people who possess diverse perspectives, ideas, abilities, knowledge, and skills. Graph
theoretic models demonstrate unequivocally that the breadth
and density of connections directly correspond to organizational
problem solving, decision making, and innovation abilities. In the

corporate arena, this equates to bottom-line benefits, including increased productivity, profitability, quality, service, sales, and employee engagement.
These findings affirm what most board members and executives
intuitively already know: no one is as smart as everyone, and having a bunch of brilliant but disconnected people is an inherently
unsound strategy. The strength of companies increasingly comes
from the connections among and between internal and external
colleagues, customers, communities of practice, and stakeholders.
Fortunately for us, the open-source collaborative ethos that has
come to pervade the tech sector (and define millennials) has made
the sharing of ideas the currency of the realm. Who would have
guessed that all those hours spent playing massive multiplayer online games would have become a training ground for yesterday’s
kids to learn how to quickly form productive groups and work collaboratively toward a common goal in virtual space?

5

SYMBIOTECH SYSTEMS

In 1988, a professor at the robotics institute at Carnegie Mellon,
Hans Moravec, postulated on the limits of artificial intelligence.
It has since become known to AI researchers as Moravec’s Paradox. In plain English, Moravec observed that problems which are
trivially easy for computers tend to be exceedingly difficult for people—and vice versa: the sorts of problems people can solve without
any effort prove utterly confounding to machines.
What makes Moravec’s Paradox so interesting is that those same
AI-enabled robots and systems excel at precisely the sorts of tasks
that humans tend to dislike and avoid (e.g., repetitive, rote, precise,
dangerous, delimited, defined), while machines are incapable of
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doing precisely those things that make us most human (e.g., creativity, judgment, compassion, wisdom, etc.).
Moravec’s Paradox also provides us with a solution to one of the
most presently pressing concerns the uninformed public has about
technology: will AI and robots put people out of work?
While the short answer is an indefatigable yes, the fact is, technology has always disrupted the workforce. Stevedores, secretaries,
travel agents, elevator operators—the list of obsolete jobs goes on
and on and on. But there are also always new jobs and opportunities. The very essence of Schumpeterian creative destruction is the
realization that economies, firms, and occupations are in a constant state of evolution, change, and flux. People who make microchips will one day go the way of people who made buggy whips.
While the estimates of how significantly those shifts will impact
the overall workforce vary, they are happening quickly—and in the
process, conferring differentiable strategic advantages to organizational early adopters.
Viewed through this lens, Moravec’s Paradox becomes an ostensible source of competitive advantage. By liberating employees
from the rote, redundant, repetitive, and otherwise undesirable
tasks best left to the machines, you free them to spend their time
on work that is inherently human.
Future Expectations of Boards

Think of JPMorgan’s COIN system in this light. Instead of enabling the replacement of hundreds of lawyers and loan officers,
it instead alleviates the extant workforce of having to perform tasks
better done by technology while leaving a smaller cadre to attend
to those tasks that are inherently within the provenance and purview of people—the truly value-adding activities that (at least for
the foreseeable future) will remain reserved to you and me, and
beyond the reach of technology.
By increasing awareness of how these five forces—AI, blockchain, cybersecurity, hyper-connectivity, symbiotech systems—
will impact the companies they oversee, board members will be
better able to ensure their organizations are better able not just to
survive but to thrive in the impending tech (r)evolution. D
JT Kostman PhD is a data scientist, mathematician, and psychologist. He was chief data scientist for Samsung and chief data officer
for Time Inc., and is a member of the board for Reimagine Holdings.
Dr. Kostman was recently appointed managing director for GT Labs,
a new entity established to invent, develop, and deliver leadingedge technology solutions and services for the firm and clients of
Grant Thornton. He can be reached at jt.kostman@us.gt.com.
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How to Oversee Technology Risks
The speed of change in business today is matched only by the
desire of corporate officers and directors to capture or expound
on the benefits of technology to create a competitive advantage,
introduce a new product or service, or help in its efforts to innovate. The NACD research team taps into a plethora of sources to
develop tools to help boards identify and adopt practice-setting
governance guidelines. As technology evolves, so too must the
practices of boards.
NACD Research recently published a Director FAQ titled
“Board Oversight of Emerging Technology” to help guide
boards on how to integrate the topic of technology into effective
discussions of strategy and risk and determine the best approach
for oversight. In addition, a list of questions was developed to
help steer and inform the board conversation.
■■ Where should oversight of technology and innovation be
housed on our board, e.g., at the full-board or committee level?
■■ Do we have the right talent in the organization, including on
the board, to effectively make sense of and respond to significant
technology disruption?
■■ How can board members enhance our own education
about technology disruption?
■■ What should the board expect to hear from management
about technology disruption?
■■ Has our board and management team identified which
technologies are most likely to impact or disrupt our business in
the short and long term?
■■ Does the company’s allocation of capital for technology
advance its strategic priorities for both the short and long term?
■■ Have we explored how our company can deploy emerging
technologies to reduce operational costs and create efficiencies?
■■ Does our company have an action plan or road map to
guide how the company will address emerging technologies? Is
it actionable and regularly updated?
■■ How comprehensive is the road map? Who is accountable
for the plan? How does the board evaluate success?
■■ Have we explored potential partnerships or acquisitions that
would better equip our company to handle the potential impact
of new technologies on our business?
■■ How does our company measure innovation against competitors and/or our industry at large?
To download a copy of the Director FAQ “Board Oversight of
Emerging Technology,” visit NACDonline.org/EmergingTech.

Why PE Firms Create Boards for Portfolio
Companies—Voluntarily
By Michael K. Lorelli
There are 3,671 public companies with $500 million-plus in revenues in the United States—half the number as in 1996, according
to a Nov. 17, 2017, Wall Street Journal op-ed piece. In contrast,
private equity (PE) has quietly exploded, with an estimated 17,103
portfolio companies today, according to Private Equity Info. The
vast majority of these companies have boards. But why? Public
companies have little choice. Private companies have little obligation. Yet both company types typically have a working board of
directors that meets regularly, sets agendas, and has committees.
PE firms aren’t exactly known for their lack of IQ or a shortage of
scrutiny on every dollar spent on general and administrative costs.
While the value of having boards at PE-owned companies is largely
anecdotal, insights from those who manage portfolio companies
or have served as directors of such companies reveal the ways in
which having a board can be critical to sustaining the success of a
privately held company.
Why the Hold Period Matters

The average PE firm owns a portfolio company for 5.6 years, according to Private Equity Info, which makes for an environment
operating at a breakneck pace. The PE firm’s agenda in a new investment typically kicks off with a comprehensive 100-day plan,
providing a lightning start on a strategic plan that will also wring
any excess spending out of the equation from the very first second
of the hold period. Keep in mind, PE is driven by three measures:
■■ The internal rate of return or the net return earned by investors over a particular time.
■■ Cash-on-cash return.
■■ Hold period (less is more) or the length of time the PE firm
owns a company.
Two of these three measures are time-driven, hence the incredible speed inherent to PE firms. Tomorrow really means this afternoon. Next year means next week.
“Putting a board in place and doing a GAAP audit are essential
to our 100-day plans,” says Pamela B. Hendrickson, COO and vice
chair of strategic initiatives at The Riverside Co. Hendrickson is a
13-year veteran of Riverside where she oversees a portfolio of 81
companies. “There’s no time to mess around in this high-multiple
environment. You really need the growth plan pretty quickly. A
good board will help you formulate as well as identify pitfalls.”

What’s in It for the PE Firm

“When you’re working with other people’s money—i.e., limited
partners—you can’t run [the company] like a proprietorship. No
one person has the answers,” says Allan Grafman, a former operating partner at Mercury Capital. “With a good board, we get to the
destination faster, and usually with a smarter answer, with more
of the right people rowing. I’ve never seen a portfolio company
without a board.”
“Various entities are formed to limit liability. A properly
structured and run board can add to the shield,” says Robert S.
Tucker, managing director at Capital Partners. “A board takes
an interest on behalf of investors, lenders, and employees while

“Putting a board in place
and doing a GAAP audit
are essential to our
100-day plans.”
—PAMELA B. HENDRICKSON,
COO, THE RIVERSIDE CO.

others aren’t watching, caring about the interests of those who
aren’t always there.”
Hendrickson adds: “I can’t think of a time when we didn’t put
a board in place. Even our Strategic Capital Fund, where we take
minority interests, insists on a board where we (the investor) will
have one director. Governance is so much of our focus. If proper
governance is in place, everything else will follow.”
The value of a board is underscored upon exit of the portfolio company, says Tucker. “Every PE firm obviously discounts the
management projections by some number, based on the perceived
quality of management and other factors,” he explains. “To the extent that there are tight practices, audits, key performance indicators, rigorous reporting, all decrease the discount. The lack of a
board would result in a larger discount. Existence of a board with
meeting minutes signals a higher level of professionalism.”
September/October 2018 NACDonline.org
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Hendrickson also believes that company valuations are influenced by the existence of a board. “Valuations are definitely more
art than science. A seller doesn’t want the lack of a board to be one
more thing the buyer believes he will have to fix. And on Riverside’s exit, one reason we get paid well is we’ve done these things
right,” she says.
The value boards bring to smaller companies is enormous.
“Good outside directors will often see things the CEO misses and
will ask provocative questions and push for alternate scenarios,”
Hendrickson says. “For example, ‘Have you ever thought about…?’
and highlight potential pitfalls calling on their own experiences.”
An informal survey of managing directors and operating partners
suggests that the number of portfolio companies with boards is likely 85 to 90 percent. Said one fund manager: “Operating partners
with investment banking backgrounds make crappy operators. You
need outside directors who have been there, done that.”
The surveyed managing directors agreed that there are compelling reasons to create a board, although the execution varies: larger
private equity groups tend to have a more structured approach,
while smaller private equity sponsors are more ad hoc. In both cases, the board model is the same. The model calls for one outside
director with industry expertise and a second director with deep
functional expertise in the area crucial to the portfolio company.
One operating partner suggested what he called the “unanimous
success formula” for private company board composition. The elements of this formula include:
■■ Having serial board members. They know how to zero in on
the leverage points, participate efficiently, and lend a hand to the
C-suite where appropriate.
■■ Laying out the 12-month rolling board meeting calendar in
advance, complete with committee meetings.
■■ Supplementing the engagement with a monthly financial
call so the board is always up to speed and engaged. This dispenses
with lengthy financial reviews at board meetings.
■■ Keeping the financial review during in-person board meetings to 30 minutes.
■■ Creating a board agenda that strikes the right balance between strategy and tactics, knowing that a meaty strategic agenda
will fully utilize the outside directors.
■■ Sending the board book to directors at least a full week in
advance of the meeting.
■■ Having the CEO reach out informally to board members between meetings.
■■ Encouraging directors to lend a hand to some of the B players
in management to help them better their odds of success.
Capital Partners’ Tucker believes that larger private equity
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firms will all have boards. Only small, and perhaps fundless
sponsors, might not have a formal board. Tucker also believes in
smaller board sizes. “Typically, five or seven members [is best],
and always an odd number,” he says. “The independent directors
bring value with an outside perspective and an ability to challenge the inside thinking.”
There may be pushback from a CEO who really doesn’t want
other people in his or her sandbox. “Boards that are too energetic
can get in the way,” observes Tucker. “But I haven’t seen management resistance, though there may be some grousing unbeknownst
to us. And while SOX [the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002] is a public
company regulation, tentacles of it nevertheless emanate to the
private markets.”

“When you’re working
with other people’s
money—i.e., limited
partners—you can’t run
[the company] like a
proprietorship.”
—ALLAN GRAFMAN,
FORMER OPERATING PARTNER, MERCURY CAPITAL

What’s in It for Directors

If you’re being checked out for a portfolio company board role, one
of your first questions should be where the company is in the PE
firm’s hold period. If the firm is just buying the company, great—
everything should be going well unless this was a distress sale (and
you’ve already climbed onto the fire truck). Otherwise, you’ve got
five years to hopefully gain some stock-option appreciation. If there
are fewer than four years left in the average hold period, the runway for your options is obviously shorter. And no living pilot would
think to take off from halfway down the runway.
“We’re careful in the selection process,” Hendrickson says. “A
small company board is a lot of work, and that makes the process
mutually self-selective. The better outside directors get asked back
again, and all are invited to our annual Riverside University twoday offsite,” which, she adds, is both “an educational experience
and a perk.”
Unlike public companies, private companies tend to start with just
two of the usual board committees: audit and compensation. There is
no burning need for a nominating and governance committee since,

given the shorter runway, there is not a lot of time devoted to CEO
succession. With a typical hold period of 5.6 years, CEOs aren’t given
the benefit of the doubt very long. One private equity CEO remarked
that he felt his tenure was like “the half-life of uranium.”
Directors are likely to be involved in the full bandwidth of the
agenda, considerably more than in a public board environment.
And since the board is smaller than at a public company—typically comprised of the CEO, two directors from the private equity
firm, and two or three outside directors—the atmosphere and interaction between board members and management will be a lot
more intimate. Hendrickson demands that “outside directors be
active, provide insight and direction, and ask hard questions.” The
hidden value of the board, she says, may be that “the operating
rhythm of a company is in large part set by the board meetings. It
forces discipline.”
Again, brace yourself for the rocket launch provided by the PE
firm’s 100-day plan. While the work falls squarely on the management team, the board is close enough to the action to be watching
and feeling the artillery fire.
“The 100-day plan is actually the first strategic exercise,” says
Mark A. Pfister, CEO of Pfister Strategy Group and author of
Across the Board: The Modern Architecture Behind an Effective
Board of Directors (M.A. Pfister Strategy Group, 2018). “Boards
with extensive strategic planning experience have historically outperformed those lacking this important discipline.”

“The lack of a board
would result in a larger
[exit] discount.”
—ROBERT S. TUCKER
MANAGING DIRECTOR,
CAPITAL PARTNERS

A new strategic plan is typically in order, and the PE firm will
book an offsite with the management team and board, usually
with an experienced strategy-work facilitator. The opportunity and
expectation should be for outside directors to add their personal
value—knowledge of the category, high-level introductions, experience with companies in similar stages of growth, and the like.
Talk to the PE firm in advance, and gain insight as to their expectations for the session—and plan to earn your keep.
A PE firm is likely to have piled on a hefty portion of debt, so
“covenant watch” is an integral part of the board’s responsibility. It’s

easy to scrape close to the guardrails when you’re speeding along at
160 miles per hour, so management should provide the board with
a rolling eight-quarter covenant projection model. That way, the
company is in a position to alert the lender months in advance and
hopefully remain on the forward side of credibility.

“Boards with extensive
strategic planning
experience have historically
outperformed those
lacking this important
discipline.”
—MARK A. PFISTER
CEO, PFISTER STRATEGY GROUP

Outside directors often serve a double role—vetting board or
management candidates, and conversely selling those candidates
on the opportunity. Enthusiasm is contagious—and appreciated.
Another valuable role played by the outside director is that of a
confidant and sounding board to the CEO. After all, it is lonely at
the top, and even the CEO needs someone to confide in and, occasionally, vent frustrations. It’s better to do that with a director than
with subordinates. The best outside directors I have had in my four
CEO roles were those who offered an ear to me, and in my years
as a director, I’ve returned the same courtesy that was thoughtfully
given to me.
Blink twice and, a couple of board meetings later, the target setting for the next year’s operating plan will begin. It may feel like the
final approach, but these budget-setting conversations can be testy,
given that potential bonus dollars will be on the table.
And so the cycle continues. With one additional nuance: it’s
never too early to be thinking about the exit. In truth, it actually
began before the acquisition closed. D
Michael K. Lorelli served as a PepsiCo president twice
before segueing into a career in private equity. He
has led CEO engagements for The Riverside Co.,
Rutledge Capital, Falconhead Capital, and P
 ouschine
Cook Capital Management. He is an operating partner
of Falconhead Capital and serves on the boards of Rita’s Italian Ices,
CP Kelco, iControl, and KPI Soft. He also is a licensed pilot. Email
him at mklorelli@gmail.com.
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Go Public: Access Capital
Remain Private: Control Ownership
Is an IPO
always the
way to
go? Two
governance
experts
debate the
merits of
going public.
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One of the most important decisions any company,
large or small, can make is whether to remain privately owned or to issue shares to the public. Business
titans Michael S. Dell and Elon Musk have weighed
the question in recent months. Musk tweeted on Aug.
7 that he had raised the capital to take Tesla private
at a staggering $420 a share. A letter of explanation
to Tesla employees, posted on his blog, outlined his
reasoning for doing so. Taking Tesla private would
equate to the largest leveraged buyout in the history
of business.
“As a public company, we are subject to wild
swings in our stock price that can be a major distraction for everyone working at Tesla, all of whom
are shareholders,” Musk said in a statement to employees that was released by the company. He cited
the demands of the quarterly earnings cycle and the
damage by investors, so-called short sellers, who bet
against the company. “I fundamentally believe that
we are at our best when everyone is focused on executing, when we can remain focused on our longterm mission, and when there are not perverse incentives for people to try to harm what we’re all trying to
achieve,” the statement read.
Meanwhile, Dell Technologies revealed a complex plan to take the computer company public
again, five years after founder and CEO convened
investors to reverse engineer public ownership with
a leveraged buyout. This time, however, Dell is not
taking the typical initial public offering (IPO) route.
Instead, it will return to the public markets by buying
out its tracking stock, DVMT, in a cash and shareswap deal valued at $21.7 billion, according to a July
2 Dell filing. The shares were created to mirror the
value of software maker V
 Mware, in which Dell
has a controlling stake. Special committees of independent directors at both Dell and VMware recommended the transaction, which awaits approval by
shareholders of both companies.
A panel at the Entrepreneurial Governance Forum in July in San Francisco, co-hosted by NACD
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and BDO, took up the debate over public versus private corporate ownership. This is a serious question
for many small-cap companies, just as it is for larger
companies such as Tesla and Dell.
In his introductory remarks, BDO’s Hitesh Shah
set the stage by citing research by Alta Park Capital:
Globally there are 168 so-called unicorns, that is, private companies with valuations of $1 billion or more.
Of these 168 companies, 95 of them are based in the
U.S., with a total valuation of $336 billion. The market cap for the top 10 unicorns was $195 billion. At
the same time, the number of IPOs in the first half
of this year was on a pace not seen since 2007, the
year before the financial crisis began rocking capital
markets. Even so, the number of public companies
has been declining since a highpoint in 2007 of some
7,500 companies listed between just the NYSE and
Nasdaq (not including stocks traded over the counter).
Positive IPO performance begets more IPOs,
Shah said. At the moment—and barring external
factors that could threaten or undermine economic
stability or investor confidence—the pace of newly
listed companies is again picking up. Against this
backdrop, Adam J. Epstein, a former institutional investor who writes the “Entrepreneurial Governance”
column for this magazine, and Cheemin Bo-Linn, a
director who has served on both public and private
company boards, discussed the pros and cons of each
model. Their comments have been synthesized to
represent opposing views: Epstein on why companies
should remain private, and Bo-Linn on why companies should tap the public markets.
Epstein: Over the years, multiple generations in the
United States have grown up thinking that owning a
home is good and that renting is bad. We all know
that’s nonsense. Home ownership is about math—
either the math works or it doesn’t. The same pertains
to the IPO market. There are many constituents and
service providers that make a lot of money based on
IPO activity, so the conversation is very similar: IPOs
are great, it’s a good thing to be a public company.

JIM HOLTON

Panelists (from
left) Hitesh Shah,
Cheemin Bo-Linn,
and Adam J. Epstein

And if you’re a private company, somehow you just didn’t really
make the grade and maybe if things go better for you, you can someday be a public company. I used to hear this all the time when I
was an institutional investor. I would say: “Here are three words for
you: Cargill, Koch, and Mars. These are some of the largest private
companies in the United States. They’ve been around collectively
for 250-plus years and represent well over $200 billion in revenue.
These companies have had hundreds of years to [ask], Should we
be a public company? and have answered no, why would we do
that? They are fantastically profitable, terrific companies, and uniformly, with lots of other private companies, have said, why would
we do that? We don’t really have any interest in that.”
So, my perspective, having seen almost everything that can go
wrong in a public company as an institutional investor, is that you
need to level set in the United States and get rid of this presupposition where there’s cheerleading for IPOs. We all know the stories
of how it can be not just good to be a public company—it can be
great—but what you don’t hear on CNBC and Bloomberg, and
what you don’t read about in The Wall Street Journal and The New
York Times, with all due respect to those institutions, is there are
thousands of public companies in the United States that aren’t
benefiting from being publicly traded.
There are 15,000 public companies in the United States when
you include over-the-counter (OTC) markets, etc. And what most
financial reporters don’t appreciate is that a lot of those companies

would desperately like to be private again. I’m not speculating.
They used to come to our office [when I was an institutional investor] and ask, how can we be private again?
Some amount of recalibration needs to take place in the media
and elsewhere to sort out that a lot of the people who are pumping IPOs in the United States have a vested interest financially in
doing so. Everyone should just be really frank about that. I come
to conversations about IPOs with the view that not every company
that can go public…should.”
Bo-Linn: It’s often perceived that you want to go public for an
infusion of cash. That is a true statement. But there are nuances
specific to your situation. And timing has to be carefully considered. Once you have made the decision to go public, you should
operate as a public company for 12 to 18 months, or several quarters, before you file that paperwork.
With that cash and stock for currency, you can accelerate
growth, attract talent, and invest in research and development. You
can also use that currency to buy other companies. There is also
a perception that when you go public you have a sense of legitimacy that being a private business does not afford you. And there
is another important reason why boards and management opt to
go public: in addition to growing your balance sheet, you can also
upgrade your board. When you’re a public company, you are required to have board committees and a much more defined system
of corporate governance.
September/October 2018 NACDonline.org
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The Six Skills You Need to Promote
Entrepreneurialism
What follows is an edited and condensed transcript of a keynote presentation given by Amy Wilkinson, founder and CEO of Ingenuity, a
lecturer at the Stanford Graduate School of Business, and the author
of The Creator’s Code: The Six Essential Skills of Extraordinary Entrepreneurs (Simon & Schuster, 2015).
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Amy Wilkinson

PHOTO COURTESY OF AMY WILKINSON

I’m going to give you six essential skills that come out of the biggest data set right now in the United States on high-scale founders.
Here’s a tiny bit of the background. I spent five years at Harvard
University. I interviewed 200 top entrepreneurs that had started in
scaled businesses up to 100 million U.S. dollars in revenue. This
data set includes many of the Silicon Valley companies that we
know and talk about: Airbnb, Dropbox, LinkedIn, PayPal, etc. But I
didn’t want it to just be tech. In the data set are also companies like
Chobani—that’s a zero to billion-dollar story in five years—Under
Armour, Spanx, [and] Chipotle.
Skill one: “Finding the gap.” People who will create and scale
breakout companies keep asking questions. You cannot think that
you’re an expert. This is the Achilles heel especially for directors,
and especially for senior people in the business world. If you believe
you’re an expert, you stop asking questions. You have to be curious;
you have to continue to scratch the itch. How many questions are
you asking yourself? How many questions are you asking the other
directors? How many questions are you asking your CEO or
the senior management team? Look for all of these different ways to spot opportunities and then just keep asking
questions.
Skill two: “Drive for daylight.” You have to be looking for the light on the horizon. You have to be driving
forward and looking forward. A lot of the entrepreneurs
that I interviewed talked about not paying that much
attention to the lines on the pavement, like the rules of
traditional industry. You’re aware of what’s going on,
but you can’t be looking side to side, and there’s
not a lot of time to be looking in the rear-view mirror. If you really want to build something and you
need to build it fast, you need to be driving toward
the future.
Skill three: “Flight of the OODA loop.” O-OD-A—that stands for observe, orient, decide, and
act. That’s the framework. It’s originally a fighter

pilot framework. We’ve had supreme airpower in the United States.
We have not had the best equipment. The Russian MiG could
fly higher and faster than the F15s, 16s, 16ER aircraft, but we’ve
trained pilots to observe, orient, decide, and act faster. And it means
you move through the decision cycle faster. You’re really sensitive to
what’s happening in the environment and then you make decisions
and you take actions. You orient to it and you move. And a competitor, then, is responding a split second too late. You’ve changed the
dynamics of a fight if you can observe, orient, decide, and act faster.
This is what entrepreneurial people do, and Silicon Valley is very
good at it.
Skill four: “Fail wisely.” Failing wisely means you know you’re
going to fail so you have to set a failure ratio. Is it one in three things
you try won’t work? One in ten? You can set your own ratio, but you
don’t want a zero ratio here. A zero ratio is perfection, and what that
means is you’re not doing anything new. If you’re going to build
something the world hasn’t seen before, there is no perfect way to
do it. Entrepreneurial people set a ratio ahead and then get comfortable with the fact that they’re experimenting.
Skill five: “Network minds.” If you want to solve a problem that
hasn’t been solved, you have to tap into a lot of different points of
view. It’s about cognitive diversity and what their point of view will
bring to how they solve a problem.
Skill six: “Gift small goods.” In the last five years or so, your
reputation has gotten very transparent. In 24 hours, I can find
out something about every single person in this room. A
small good would be forwarding a résumé, writing a
few lines of code, critiquing a proposal. Are you doing that? I can figure that out, right? Anyone can
figure that out. Or, the opposite is also true. Are
you hoarding resources? Are you cheating? Are
you thwarting people from opportunities? That
will also be known.
These things all have a catalytic affect. As you
find a gap and you drive for daylight, you
might fail but then you network minds. I
believe very strongly that if you want to
create and scale something that will really change the world in a meaningful
way, you need all six of these skills.

How to Develop an Agile Culture

JIM HOLTON

On how he got to Pinkberry: My background is in

Ryan Patel (pictured, above) has worked with iconic
brands through key periods of their growth; places
like BJ’s Restaurants, Panda Express, Jamba Juice
Co., and Pinkberry, the yogurt famously adored by
Curb Your Enthusiasm’s Larry David. Indeed, during
the five years he spent as Pinkberry’s vice president
of global development, Patel helped scale the company’s global footprint from 95 stores in two countries to 270 stores in 23 countries. In addition to sitting on several advisory boards, he is a director of
the American Red Cross LA. At two NACD events
this year—Future Trends, in Austin, Texas, and the
Entrepreneurial Governance Forum in San Francisco—Patel, who now spends his time as an author
and public speaker, shared his thoughts on what it
means to have an agile culture. What follows is an
edited transcript of his presentation at the Entrepreneurial Governance Forum.—Edited by Judy Warner

scaling. BJ’s Restaurants was founded by Jerry Hennessy and Paul Motenko, and I was a part of that
team when it got more corporate, not just a momand-pop [business with] 35 restaurants in Southern
California. When I left, it was north of 70 restaurants, with a prototype that was built in over six
states. Then I got recruited to go to Jamba Juice just
when they went public. Looking back at it, it was
a great opportunity. I don’t know if I would do it
again, but it was a great opportunity to be able to
create new verticals on what the brand could be.
Then I went to Wet Seal, reporting to [CEO Edmond] Thomas. We had no debt and about 115
stores in 49 states. And then I got recruited to go to
Pinkberry.
So, Maveron bought Pinkberry in 2009. It’s a
venture capital company co-founded by Howard Schultz, and his partner from Maveron, Ron
Graves, became the CEO. When they called me
in 2011, I said no. It was a very small start-up—95
stores, two countries. And they tried to dangle “Hey,
we’re gonna IPO, that’s our goal” to entice me. But
I went because they had a strong board. We ran it
like we were a publicly traded company, with accounting, everything, down to a T. And we ended
up selling to the parent company of Cold Stone two
years ago.

A retail and
restaurant
industry
veteran
explains why
bucking the
status quo
can help put
the company
above the
competition.

On what boards should do when everything seems
to be going right in a fast-growth business: Pink-

berry was very successful. We were selling yogurt,
and people were waiting in line. But anyone knows
that any kind of consumable commodity brand
is not a forever thing. You have to innovate and
change. Now, how hard do you think it is to change?
It’s pretty hard no matter who you have in the room
because nobody wants to raise their hand and say,
“Let’s change this.” It took me six months to get
buy-in from people to say, “Well, if we want to scale
the footprint, then the company has to change.”
Here’s a good example. Those that know Pinkberry know the stores have this distinctive pebble
September/October 2018 NACDonline.org
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“Even if you’re
not a global
company,
globalization
is here, and
it will change
the way
you look at
things.”

flooring. And I said, “We’re going to the Middle
East and to other new countries and we can’t do
this floor. It doesn’t make sense because you can’t
scale it. It’s too expensive.”
And then the second thing was [battling the idea
that] every profile of every yogurt has to stay, every
flavor. I’ll use passion fruit as an example. In the
Middle East, that’s their fruit to have. I said we have
to have a passion fruit flavor. The answer was no,
because we don’t have one. That’s all I got when we
started there. Now, we’re changing flavors for different countries. Green tea in Japan was interesting.
I remember that the group we partnered with in
Tokyo came to me and said, on the side, “Ryan, we
need to have [a green tea flavor] like our own. Your
green tea sucks. Make another one.” So we created
a new green tea flavor.
These are mistakes that happen and it doesn’t
matter who’s in the room. It happens to the best of
us if you’re in that conversation.
I remember everybody was arguing back and forth
about what the core competency of the company
was. I realized nobody knew what it was. Even in a
boardroom, everybody had a different answer. Were
we a yogurt brand? Were we a brand that was selling
fruit, an experience, a service? What were we?
Even if you’re not a global company, globalization
is here, and it will change the way you look at things.
You can look at trends, you can look at perspectives,
you can look at strategies that are different.
On innovation and partnerships: Use relation-

ships to create synergy that can maybe add value.
Everyone’s heard of Macy’s and the struggles that
they’re having. We saw six years ago that Macy’s had
prime real estate. They’re declining in sales—sorry,
Macy’s—but we thought we could help them by
creating our own traffic—the store-within-the-store
model. It’s not innovative, obviously—I copied it
from the Europeans. But it’s about food and retail.
We ended up opening here at Union Square and at
Herald Square in New York. All of a sudden, it became a whole new vertical. Same with SAP here in
the Bay area: we put a machine—just a machine—
into SAP’s headquarters, and they gave yogurt to
their employees for free, so we’re just making profit.
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That profit margin on that store, for us, was more
than three other stores combined.
On why he tells these stories to director audiences:

I’m telling these stories because they’re simple, because these are the questions that you have to push
either your leadership team or your boards to help
elevate. CEOs need to [report] to the board on those
beneath leadership of who’s doing well. That is how
you evolve and innovate. How would someone on
the board know, this other, they’re working on this.
If I went to your corporation, picked somebody at
random, do you think that person would know how
the company makes money, what is the plan, and
where the company is struggling?
On getting employee support for innovation efforts
by aligning innovation with corporate social responsibility: If you told your employees, “Hey, we’re going

to volunteer at something, we’re going to do good,”
do they raise their hands to participate? Yes. So, when
you say, “Hey, I want to innovate a product,” are their
hands up? No. Why is that? The point is, they want
to do good, they want to make an impact in the community, for themselves, and for the company. Do the
same thing when you’re trying to innovate.
On innovating with the consumer in mind: I’m a big

proponent of the global world. The standardization
of local consumers and the notion that international
consumers are not sophisticated is bad thinking. I can
tell you, when I went to the Middle East, [those consumers] can probably name every single U.S. brand.
Shake Shack, based out of New York, opened [a
location] in Mall of Emirates [in Dubai]. I was at the
opening and the line was out the door. And it was a soft
opening. If I were to put that same [restaurant] concept in L.A. at this time, people wouldn’t know [about
it]. And my point is, [consumers in the Emirates are]
much more in tune. We live in a digital world. And I
think these trends, these different ways of doing business—not just of how you look at things, but how you
incorporate in your day-to-day workplace—is really
important. Everything’s really interconnected at the
end of the day. Consumers are consumers—you still
have to be able to attract them. D

In Practice
response, Financial Times reports that
RBC aims to transform the bank into a
platform offering a diverse ecosystem of
end-to-end services.
The nature of the talent in platform
ecosystems can make competing with
them very difficult, as Microsoft Corp.
found in the early 2000s with Linux, a free
open-source operating system. Instead of
competing with them, Microsoft had by
2013 become one of the biggest contributors of code to Linux.
Bright and glamorous on the outside,
innovation is pretty messy on the inside.
In spite of high-profile results that make it
seem like most organizations are successful
and even disruptive innovators, the reality
is that only a fraction of innovation efforts
ever reach the market. Effective board
oversight of innovation, however, can be
a deciding factor in a company’s ability to
make innovation actionable.

Closing the Gap Between
Innovation Intent and Reality
Comparing the intent of corporate innovation with
reality shows what can be gained by better governance.

WILLIAM A. RENN JR./ILLUSTRATION SOURCE

By Guy Pearce
Digital transformation is spurred by the
evolution of software in many industries.
Today, almost any modern electronic
device—your smartphone, home theater
system, even your car’s ignition system—
can be upgraded simply by refreshing or
updating it with new software.
Companies in the financial services sector in particular are taking advantage of the
latest software innovations to create a vast
array of technologies—colloquially known
as fintechs—to advance and stay on the

cutting edge. Bharat Masrani, CEO of TD
Bank, one of Canada’s top two banks by
assets with operations in the United States,
noted that “thousands of fintechs are vying
for bank customers,” indicating the scale of
the fintech threat to slow-moving banks.
Even software giants including such
household names as Facebook, Amazon, and Alibaba risk sidelining banks,
according to David McKay, CEO of the
other of Canada’s top two banks by assets,
the Royal Bank of Canada (RBC). In

Innovation Intent

“The financial services industry will see
more change in the next 10 years than
it has in the last 100,” remarked Anand
Sanwal, CEO of the research firm CB

Insights in 2017. “And that transformation
is being driven by a group of smart insurgent start-up companies.” In financial services, the threats posed by software tech
giants and the growth of fintech have given
rise to a new generation of corporate innovation hubs.
According to InnovationManagement,
a global online resource center for organizational innovation, the goals of these
hubs include “digital innovation, rethinking customer experience, improving
operational efficiency, and testing newbusiness models.” These goals are associated with the desire to stay competitive
(see chart, p. 44), but extend to growing
revenue and being better able to meet
customer expectations.
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In Practice Innovation

Innovation Reality

Many innovations fail to meet their often vague objectives, ultimately becoming wasteful expenditures rather than delivering on
corporate expectations. This should concern the board. According
to a 2015 survey by MindMatters, innovation hubs have serious
shortcomings, specifically:
■■ Only 5 percent of workers in innovation programs with U.S.
firms feel highly motivated to innovate.
■■ 77 percent of workers in innovation programs claim that ideas
are poorly reviewed and analyzed.
■■ Less than a third of surveyed firms regularly measure or report
on innovation.
■■ More that 80 percent say that there are resource constraints
involved in bringing innovation to fruition.
The primary reason for these failures of innovation can be attributed to poor governance.
If an organization’s innovation activities are properly aligned
with its strategy, then issues two, three, and four should be eliminated. That they’re not suggests another governance shortcoming:
strategic alignment. The closer innovation is aligned with the organization’s objectives and are integrated with the organization by
design, the greater the contribution of innovation to organizational
competitiveness and sustainability.
The emphasis here is on “by design.” If innovations are designed
as stand-alone initiatives that are not aligned with the organization’s strategy, it can be nearly impossible to subsequently integrate
successful innovations into them. Sure, stand-alone innovations

Companies are most likely to cite competition
factors as they account for changing R&D priorities.
What is driving the change in your company’s R&D mix?
Need to stay competitive

57%

Need to increase
revenue

54%

Wish to keep up with
customer expectations
Need for higher margins
Desire to access
untapped markets

48%
41%
34%

Source: Strategy+Business
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can be spun off as start-ups, but this serves neither the sustainability nor the competitiveness of the organization.
Effective oversight helps ensure that innovation hubs deliver
on their promise, not only in terms of their outcomes, but also in
terms of their operations. While realizing that there are different
types of innovation and that innovation is inherently messy, good
corporate governance requires answers to questions including what
kinds of problems the innovations hope to solve, and to what extent
the activities are aligned with the capabilities and culture of the
organization.
Appropriately articulating key business problems (why are we
innovating?) is a means of providing the board with the insight
necessary to determine measures of innovation success. Whether
innovation activities are successful or not is driven by dimensions
such as strategic alignment, the problem statement and business
case, organizational capabilities, and the extent to which successful innovation outcomes can be integrated into the organization
and its culture.
Don’t underestimate culture as a potential roadblock to successful innovation. For example, innovatively solving a business
problem using blockchain technology will not find traction in an
organization that still operates on faxes, printing calculators, and
old personal computer technology. Culture matters.
Corporate innovation hubs are therefore not a panacea for the
problem of corporate sustainability and competitiveness. So what
should boards do?
Create a supportive culture from the top. As noted, successful
innovation operationalization depends on the organization’s culture. In a 2015 Forbes article, contributor and venture capitalist
Henry Doss observed, “The most innovative product in the world
has little real value without the cultural ability to absorb, institutionalize and deploy that product.” The tone at the top sets the
climate for innovation with respect to the oft-overlooked matters of
the organization’s appetite and tolerance for change. The less an
organization invites and accepts change, the less the chance of an
innovation program blossoming meaningfully.
Make the business case. In a 2015 Fortune article, “Why Most
Innovations Are Great Big Failures,” author Anne Fisher notes
that many innovations fail because the tough questions aren’t
asked at the outset. “Ideas are treated not as precious pearls to
be polished, but [rather] as sparks born of friction,” she writes,
because “exposing fledgling innovation ideas to the tough love
of tough questions … ensures those ideas can survive in the real
world of real companies placing real bets with real money.” Here,
tough love would be performed by means of tying innovation to
the business case.

The tough questions are aimed at understanding the context of
the innovation, as well as understanding the practicalities of operationalizing it. Poor innovation operationalization is a significant
stumbling block to bringing innovations to market; according to
Harvard Business Review, within three years of a CEO announcing
an innovation program, the venture will have failed due to poor
operationalization.
Oversee structure, process, and content. Innovation management also refers to three specific components of good innovation
governance: content, process, and structure. Getting them right is
pivotal to successful innovation.
■■ Content. Qualify the reasons and objectives of the innovation hub, define its area of focus as well as its intensity. Intensity is
important; e.g., if the expectation is for minimum viable products,
then the intensity and consequent funding demands are higher
than if the intensity objective was merely a proof of concept. A
given budget can support fewer high-intensity innovation projects
than it can innovation proofs of concept.
■■ Structure. The innovation hub should be figuratively far
enough removed from the day-to-day business, but not so far away
as to be out of touch with business reality. Determine who is ultimately accountable for innovation as well as the responsibilities of
the innovation team, the level in the organization it reports into,
and the measures of success.
■■ Process. Ensure the existence of a common, repeatable innovation process. Specify the nature, policies, and procedures associated with partnerships where applicable.
From the Trenches

After 10 instances of pragmatic digital innovation, I learned that
effective change management in driving the corporate adoption of
innovation needs to:
■■ articulate the imperative to change;
■■ incorporate stakeholder input as a means to drive adoption
by “pulling” rather than trying to “push” adoption into the organization;
■■ start at the beginning of the innovation project, not at the end;
and
■■ demand the personal time commitment from individuals
throughout the organization who are critical in effecting change.
The risk of poor or nonexistent change management can be at the
heart of the failure of even the most viable of corporate innovations.
Striving for Sustainable and Pragmatic Innovation

Innovation governance is a dilemma. Corporate innovation initiatives—all shiny on the outside—when left ungoverned can

fail catastrophically due to poor governance, closed within three
years or at the next round of corporate cost-cutting. The board
plays a key role in innovation success, reducing the risk of governance failures by focusing on three primary questions: why, what,
and how? “Why” and “what” focus on purpose, strategic alignment, and expected benefit, while “how” focuses on overseeing
operationalization.
Specifically, the board needs to
■■ set the tone at the top, ensuring alignment of the innovation
hub’s objectives with the organization’s strategic objectives;
■■ oversee innovation operationalization and change management; and
■■ oversee innovation policy, process, resourcing, and content by
business case.

Good corporate governance requires
answers to questions including what
kinds of problems the innovations
hope to solve, and to what extent the
activities are aligned with the capabilities
and culture of the organization.
The gap between innovation intent and reality is also minimized
when corporate innovation is within the context of technological
advances and changes in customer preferences, and is a good fit for
the organization’s culture. The board thus has a major role to play
in ensuring that corporate innovation helps maintain the organization’s relevance in its chosen markets.
Innovation governance ultimately increases the rate of success
of corporate innovation in the interests of corporate competitiveness and sustainability. In particular, innovation governance mitigates the risks of resource waste and hub failure, thereby increasing
the odds of achieving a return on innovation. That’s why there’s
everything to gain and nothing to lose by the better governance of
corporate innovation. D
Guy Pearce has served on boards in banking, financial services,
retail, and a nonprofit over the past decade, and as CEO of a
multinational retail credit business. His corporate digital innovation experience spans 10 enterprises over the past 25 years in
industries as diverse as manufacturing, banking, energy, transport, and insurance.
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By Katie Swafford
Imagine you’ve spread your
prized possessions out on your
dining room table. If a burglar
manages to make her way past
locked doors and windows, she
could plunder those items in min
utes and disappear back out into
the night. You’ve made her job
easy with one layer of defense, no
alarm systems, and valuables left
in plain sight. However, imagine
you put those same possessions in
a safe bolted to the floor in your
bedroom closet. If the burglar gets
past your basic external defenses
(which are more trivial than you’d
like to think), she is now standing
in the dark in an unfamiliar place,
trying to hunt for the goods while
remaining undetected. Odds are
she’ll step on that squeaky floor
board, kick the cat, or otherwise
alert you to her presence. If she
does find the safe, she’ll struggle
to crack the combination, and
might even give up trying before
being caught.
While comparing a cyber
breach to a burglary may seem
like a stretch to some, RSM US
LLP’s Daimon Geopfert, national
leader of the firm’s security and
privacy consulting practice, says
it’s an apt metaphor for what a
breach looks like at some middle-
market companies. Geopfert
noted in a recent roundtable dis
cussion with directors that people
have an inherent understanding
of how to protect physical prop
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erty, but often abandon the same
concepts when it comes to secur
ing digital goods. This has led to

should remember that, while
moving to the cloud can enable
growth, the softening of secu

Tracey A. Dedrick (left) and Daimon Geopfert

skyrocketing rates of data breaches
within the middle market, which
happens to comprise of the major
ity of American businesses.
Market-Specific Risks

Middle-market companies often
partner with third-party vendors
to extend their growth, a move
that compounds risks. Both infor
mation technology staff and the
general counsel’s office must
track the vendor’s compliance
with their own security expecta
tions, which can lead to vulnera
bilities. In order to mitigate these
risks, companies must insist on
contracting certain protections
that would harden the security
stance of their enterprise.
Directors and management

rity that can occur when work
ing with third parties can lead
to chaos when breaches occur.
Directors have the opportunity to
pressure test their security to ver
ify if these steps have been taken.
“When you ask companies
simple questions to verify the pro
tections in place in their systems,
their staff oftentimes pause and
say, ‘You know, we’ve never veri
fied X, and we’re not sure about
why we haven’t,” said Craig
Hoffman, a partner at law firm
Baker & Hostetler, describing his
experience as a forensic investiga
tor in breaches of mid-cap com
panies. Companies might say
they segment their data, which
is a common data security best
practice, but third parties may not

ALEX R. BASIRI

Peter H. Kind
Director, Enable
Midstream Partners,
NextEra Energy Partners,
Southwest Water Co.

Security Mavericks to Middle-Market
Directors: Become a Harder Target

have been called in to indepen
dently verify that the segmenta
tion was properly performed, he
explained. This lack of assurance
creates vulnerabilities that could
make or break a company in the
event of a breach.
One director noted that boards
of mid-cap companies can miti
gate the risk of a cyberattack by

technology. With limited cost
comes limited coverage, how
ever. Returning to Geopfert’s
metaphor, you would not want
to secure your prized posses
sions in a subpar safe. The same
goes for your company’s digital
assets. Consider, for instance,
the importance of reviewing logs
once a breach has occurred. In

individual companies may real
ize some size-based advantages.
“You can’t hide on the Internet,”
Geopfert said. “Hackers quite
often aren’t looking for anything
specific, and because there are
so many smaller companies out
there, the statistics say they’re
more vulnerable.”
That said, the experts were
keen to point out that a smaller
footprint means greater speed
to strengthening security—and
greater opportunity for employees
to alert one another when some
thing looks fishy.
When one director asked what
organizations that are smaller and
have fewer resources can do to
secure their enterprises, Geopfert
offered words of reassurance.
“The second you are small
enough to convince yourself
that you don’t matter, you’re
the key demographic,” he said.
Jane Sadowsky (left) and Craig Hoffman
“However, we have worked
order to save money, Hoffman
insisting that the company define
with some companies that have
pointed out that companies
its risk appetite and ensure that
turned themselves into excep
might choose server packages
the processes to protect important
tionally hard targets in short order
that do not include log mainte
assets are well documented.
because their organizations are
nance beyond 30 days of cover
“A lot of businesses think they
that much simpler. The Targets
age. He urged directors to ask
understand their business pro
and Equifaxes of the world are
their legal teams if contracts have
cesses, but they really don’t,” the
that much harder to get their
been carefully reviewed to under
director said. “They don’t docu
arms around.”
stand the extent of coverage pro
ment processes, and they rely on
Directors of middle-market
vided. Doing so can help them
prior knowledge. If you can have
companies should remind man
weigh their coverage against their
the self-discipline to document
agement that their organization
accepted risk tolerance.
the business process, then you’ll
is indeed a visible target, and
have the ability to say, ‘How will
that one job of management is to
we definitively know as a board
make it harder for cyber thieves to
Play to Strengths
whether or not we lost data based
The limited size of middle- gain entry.
on this diagram?’”
“You can’t hide your assets any
market companies means less
Due to budget constraints,
more than you can hide your
surface area to protect—and
many mid-market companies
house,” Geopfert said. “That said,
fewer people to train on secu
may choose to invest in a lower
you know where your important
rity. While the overall target
tier of service when purchasing
things are. Do what you can to
area is larger due to the sheer
certain security and information
lock them down.” D
number of mid-cap companies,
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Anil Arora
Anil Arora joined the ConAgra
Brands board, where he will
serve on the audit and finance
committee. His appointment
increases ConAgra’s board to
12 members. Arora is vice chair
of Envestnet and division CEO
of its Yodlee subsidiary. He also
serves as an advisor to StratiFi
and Capsilon, a mortgage business technology provider.
BBX Capital Corp. appointed Andrew R. Cagnetta
to its board. Cagnetta is president and CEO of Transworld
Business Brokers and CEO
of Trans
world Business Advisors. He specializes in computer technology, manufacturing, and distribution businesses. While this is his first
public company directorship,
Cagnetta has served on the
boards of several community
and association nonprofits,
and is chair of United Way of
Broward County (Florida).
Katryn S. Blake and Brian H.
Sharples were appointed to

Corning announced the addition of Leslie A. Brun, chair
and CEO of Sarr Group, to
its board. Brun will serve on
the audit and compensation
committees. He is also chair
of Broadridge Financial Solutions and CDK Global, and
as lead director and chair of
the governance committee of
Merck & Co. He is a member
of the Council on Foreign
Relations.

Leslie A. Brun
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Despite serving moms-to-be,
the board of Destination
Maternity Corp. was
comprised of nearly all men.
That drew the attention of
shareholders already frustrated
that the company was
operating with no permanent CEO and had seen its valuation
drop nearly 90 percent over the past five years. Activist investors
also took notice, striking up a proxy battle that ended in the
election of the company’s first majority-female board.
Nathan G. Miller and Peter O’Malley, who together own nine
percent of Destination Maternity, launched the proxy battle with
a May 3 letter to shareholders detailing their concerns and
proposed slate of four directors. Proxy advisors including
Institutional Shareholder Services and Glass, Lewis & Co. had
raised concerns about the lack of public company experience on
the dissident slate, and recommended that shareholders vote
with management. “If the company’s argument is this
chauvinistic trope that women can’t join the board because
they’ve never been on as a director before, then this
embarrassing situation in corporate America will never be
remedied,” O’Malley told CNBC.
Instead, investors elected Holly N. Alden, Christopher B.
Morgan, Marla A. Ryan, and Anne-Charlotte Windal at the
annual meeting. Ryan, a former executive of Brooks Brothers, J.
Crew, and Lands’ End, was appointed interim CEO. Windal, a
retail consultant who has operated her own firm for 10 years and
a former senior researcher specializing in retail, assumed the role
of board chair. Morgan is a senior analyst at Kingdon Capital
Management, where he focuses on consumer discretionary
spending and retail. The board subsequently added Andrea J.
Funk, who also serves on the boards and audit committees
of Crown Holdings and TouchPoint.
Destination Maternity has since lost its chief financial officer,
principal accounting officer, and chief administrative officer. The
company also took a hit with decreasing sales volume in its
second quarter. However, the market cap has since grown, and
the board has announced the possibility of raising more capital
to restore the company’s lost value. Will it result in a healthy
outcome? Like maternity, only time will tell.—Katie Swafford

the Ally Financial board. Blake
is CEO of VistaPrint, a subsidiary of Cimpress NV, where
she sits on the management
board. She also is a trustee
of the Massachusetts Technology Leadership Council.
Sharples is co-founder and
chair of Twyla, a digital marketplace for fine art. Previously,
Sharples was chair and CEO
of 
HomeAway, which he cofounded. He is a director and
member of the compensation
committee at GoDaddy and a
director of the privately held
RVShare.

She also serves on the board
of Coupa Software, where she
is a financial expert and chairs
the nominating and corporate
governance committee, and
Bideawee, an animal wellness
organization.

Beth E. Ford
The board of dairy cooperative Land O’Lakes announced
that Beth E. Ford has been
named president and CEO,
succeeding Chris Policinski,
who has retired. Ford was previously chief operating officer
of Land O’Lakes Businesses, a
subsidiary that operates a portion of the co-op’s dairy and
animal feed businesses. She is
a director of two public companies: PACCAR, where she
is a member of the compensation committee, and Clearwater Paper Corp., where she
is a member of the audit committee and chair of the nominating and governance committee. She also is a director
of the National Milk Producers
Federation and Greater Twin
Cities United Way.
Leslie C. Campbell was
elected to the PetMed Express board, and will serve on
the audit and compensation
committees and chair the corporate governance and nominating committee. Campbell
is a member of the Growth
Advisory Board of Diligent.

SurveyMonkey, which recently filed documents to go
public, achieved gender parity
on its board in August when it
elected Erika H. James. She
is dean of the Goizueta Business School at Emory University and recently joined the
board of the Graduate Management Admission Council.
She has published academic
papers on why female leader-

Erika H. James
ship is important in business
and works as a consultant to
Fortune 500 companies.
Linda Findley Kozlowski, chief
operating officer of Etsy, was
elected to the Ralph Lauren
Corp. board at its annual
meeting of shareholders. Her
inclusion brings the board’s
membership to 14 directors,
a change meant to increase

Linda Findley Kozlowski
board diversity. This is Kozlowski’s first public company
directorship. She is a director
of StyleSeat, a private technology company that provides
booking services for beauty
professionals, and Dress for
Success, a nonprofit that supports women seeking employment with services and professional attire for interviews.
Prior to joining Etsy, K
 ozlowski
was chief operating officer of
EverNote Corp.
Texas Instruments elected
Martin S. Craighead to its
board, where he will serve on
the audit committee. Craighead was chair, president,
and CEO of Baker Hughes
until July 2017, when he became vice chair of the board
of Baker Hughes, a GE Co. He
also serves on the board of PQ
Group Holdings, where he sits
on the nominating and governance and the health, safety,
and environment committees.
Lockheed
Martin
Corp.
elected Vicki A. Hollub to
its board. She serves on the

nominating and corporate
governance and management
development and compensation committees. Hollub is
president and CEO of Occidental Petroleum Corp., which
she joined more than 30 years
ago and where she has held
a variety of management and
technical positions. Hollub
also serves on the boards of
the American Petroleum Institute and Khalifa University
for Science and Technology
in Abu Dhabi. She is US chair
for the US-Colombia Business
Council.
PG&E Corp. elected Ben
Minicucci to its board as well
as to the board of its subsid-

Ben Minicucci
iary, P
acific Gas and Electric
Co. Minicucci will serve on
the safety and nuclear oversight committees of both
boards. Minicucci is president
and chief operating officer of
Alaska Airlines and CEO of
Virgin America. He also is a
member of the management
executive committee of Alaska
Air Group, the parent of Alaska
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Airlines, Virgin America, and
Horizon Air Industries.
Mary L. Schapiro was elected
to the board of Morgan
Stanley, where she is serving
on the operations and technology committee. Schapiro
is the financial expert on the
CVS Health Corp. board and
a director of the London Stock
Exchange Group, where she
is a member of the nomina-

Mary L. Schapiro
tion and remuneration committees. Schapiro was the 29th
chair of the US Securities and
Exchange Commission. She is
vice chair of the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board
Foundation and a member of
the Center for Audit Quality’s
governing board.
Bill G. Lance was appointed to
the board of BancFirst Corp.
Lance currently serves as the
secretary of commerce for
the Chickasaw Nation, where
he is responsible for the management of all commercial
business enterprises. He also
serves on the board for several
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other businesses owned by the
Chickasaw Nation. Lance is a
regent of the University of Arts
and Sciences of Oklahoma in
Chickasha, and is a member of
the board of trustees for both
the University of Oklahoma
Foundation and the Chickasaw
Foundation.
Vitamin Shoppe announced
that it has appointed Sharon
M. Leite as CEO and as an
executive member of its
board. Prior to joining Vitamin
Shoppe, Leite was president of
Godiva Chocolatier in North
America. She has also served
as president of Sally Beauty
Holdings’ US and Canada
stores, and has held executive
leadership roles at Bath and
Body Works. Leite serves on
the boards of Tandy Leather
Factory and Texas Christian
University’s Neeley School of
Business.
Susan E. Skerritt was elected to
the Tanger Factory Outlet Centers board, her first public company directorship. Skerritt has
served as a senior executive

Susan E. Skerritt
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at Deutsche Bank, Bank of
New York Mellon, and Morgan
Stanley Group. She currently is a
non-executive director of Royal
Bank of Canada USA, where she
chairs the human resources and
corporate governance committee and is a member of the
audit and risk committee. She
also is a senior advisor to Promontory Financial Group, a wholly
owned subsidiary of IBM.
Matthew J. Shattock was
elected to the The Clorox
Co. board, effective August
1. Shattock is chair and CEO
of Beam Suntory, the third-

Matthew J. Shattock
largest premium spirits company in the world. He also is
director VF Corp., a consumer
clothing company that owns
several iconic outdoor and
workwear brands. He chairs
VF’s compensation and talent
committee and is a member of
its finance committee.
Oshkosh Corp., a designer and
manufacturer of specialty vehicles, vehicle bodies, and access equipment, announced
the appointment of Sandra

E. Rowland to its board effective Sept. 11. Rowland is executive vice president and chief
financial officer of Harman International Industries, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Samsung
Electronics. Harman International is a $7 billion company
and a global leader in connected car technology and lifestyle audio innovations. In this
position, Rowland led and integrated several acquisitions and
was instrumental during Samsung Electronics’ acquisition
of Harman International. With
the appointment of Rowland,
the Oshkosh board will have 13
members.
Recently retired as president and CEO of Lear Corp.,
Matthew J. S
imoncini has
been elected to his first independent director role at
Cooper-Standard Holdings.
Simoncini will serve on the
company’s audit committee.
He is a director of several nonprofit organizations, including
the Detroit Children’s Fund,
the Michigan Opera Theatre,
the Parade Co., and the Wayne
State University Foundation.
Sudhir Steven Singh joined
the Washington
Federal
board in August. Singh is
chair and CEO of Docker,
a cloud technology company based in San Francisco.
He has been a director of
Talend SA since 2016 and last
year was named chair of the
board. He also is a member
of Talend’s compensation and

nominating and governance
committees. Singh also serves
on the boards of several startup companies and is strategic
director of Madrona Venture
Group, a Seattle-based venture capital firm.
Richard C. Zoretic was elected
to the Molina Healthcare
board. Zoretic retired in 2014
as vice president of WellPoint,
where he also was president of
its division overseeing all operations involving Medicare,
Medicaid, and other government-specific
relationships.
This is Zoretic’s first seat on a
public company board.
Puerto Rican financial services company Popular named
Myrna M. Soto to its board
and as a member of the risk
management committee. Soto

Myrna M. Soto
currently serves on the boards
of CMS Energy Corp., where
she is a member of the audit
and governance and public responsibility committees, and
Spirit Airlines, where she is a
member of the compensation

and safety, security, and operations committees. She is a
partner at ForgePoint Capital
and a member of its investment team. Prior to joining
ForgePoint Capital, she served
as senior vice president and
global chief information security officer of Comcast Corp.,
and as vice president of information technology governance and CISO of MGM Resorts International.
Gwendolyn Watanabe was
appointed to the board of
Misonix, a medical device developer and manufacturer.
Watanabe
replaces
John
Gildea, founding principal
of Gildea Management Co.,
who retired. Watanabe is vice
president of global corporate development, strategy,
and strategic partnerships
for Teleflex, where she also
serves as a member of the executive leadership team. Prior
to Teleflex, Watanabe was
president and CEO of medical
device start-up Hotspur Technology. This is her first public
company directorship.
Western Union Co. announced that Angela A. Sun
has been appointed to the
company’s board and audit
committee. Sun has spent 10
years at Bloomberg, most recently as head of strategy
and corporate development,
and was the architect of the
Bloomberg Gender Equality
Index. She previously served
as a senior policy advisor for

Angela A. Sun
economic development for
the city of New York during
the Bloomberg mayoral administration, and as a consultant at McKinsey & Co. in the
financial services and healthcare sectors. She is a trustee
of Women’s World Banking.
This is her first public company
directorship.
Steven C. Finch was elected to
National Fuel Gas Co.’s board,
his first public company directorship. Finch is the former
plant manager of the General
Motors Co.’s (GM) Tonawanda
Engine Plant. He began his
four-decade-long career with
GM in 1976 as a General Motors Institute co-op student at
the Chevrolet Gear and Axle
Plant in Buffalo, New York. Following his retirement in 2017
from GM, Finch joined the
Automobile Association of
America Western and Central
New York as senior vice president of automotive services.
Joshua A. Weinreich was appointed to the board of
E*Trade Financial Corp. He

will serve on its compensation
and governance committees.
Weinreich previously served
in a number of senior roles at
Deutsche Bank and Bankers
Trust. He is an independent director for Skybridge Multi-Adviser Hedge Fund Portfolios
and chair of Leeds West Investment Group. Weinrich is
chair of the board of Community FoodBank of New Jersey,
trustee and chief investment
officer of the Overlook Foundation, and a member of the
board of education of Summit,
New Jersey.
Barbara A. Yastine was appointed to the Axis Capital
Holdings board, where she will
join the audit committee. She
serves on the boards of First
Data Corp. where she chairs
the audit committee; Prim-

Barbara A. Yastine
erica, where she chairs the
compensation committee; and
Zions Bancorp., where she is
member of the risk oversight
committee. Yastine formerly
served as chair, president, and
CEO of Ally Bank.
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Postings

Vancouver-based Lululemon
Athletica named Calvin McDonald CEO and a member of
its board. McDonald succeeds

Calvin McDonald
Laurent Potdevin, who was
dismissed by the board earlier this year. McDonald most
recently was regional CEO
of Sephora USA, part of the
LMVH conglomerate, leading
double-digit growth every
year since 2014 and expansion of the cosmetic supplier’s
stores to Brazil and Mexico.
McDonald also served as CEO
of Sears Canada and is a director of the National Retail
Federation.
Change continues on the
Wynn Resorts board. The
company appointed Richard
J. Byrne and Matthew O.
Maddox, the company’s recently appointed CEO, to its
board. Phillip G. Satre was
named vice chair of the board
and is slated to become chair
in the coming year. Byrne is a
director of MFA Financial and
chair, president, and CEO of
Benefit Street Partners Realty Trust. He is a member
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of Wynn’s audit committee.
Maddox assumed leadership of Wynn in February. He
was president and chief financial officer. Satre president of
the National Center for Responsible Gambling and is
presiding independent chair
of Nordstrom, where he is a
member of the compensation
and corporate governance
and nominating committees.
Coffee technology and manufacturing company Tierra
Nueva welcomed Robert Case
to its board. Case recently
ended his 30-year tenure at
Nestlé USA as chief marketing
officer, and has since joined
the boards of several beverage start-ups. He is also a
director of Soylent, a meal-re-

Robert Case
placement company based in
Los Angeles, and Moonshine
Sweet Tea, a start-up manufacturing and distribution
beverage company based in
Austin, Texas.
Diana S. Ferguson joined the
Invacare Corp. board. Ferguson is chief financial officer
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Diana S. Ferguson
of Cleveland Avenue, a privately held venture capital
firm that invests in early-stage
companies, with a specialty
in restaurants and food and
beverage concepts. She also
has been a director of Frontier Communications since
2014, where she serves as a
member of the company’s
compensation committee and
as financial expert on its audit
committee.
Mark A. Edmunds was appointed to the Chesapeake
Energy Corp. board. He will
serve on the company’s audit
and compensation committees. Edmunds is a senior
partner and vice chair at Deloitte and previously served
on its board. This is his first
public company directorship.
Edmunds is an advisory board
member of the School of Economics and Business Administration at the St. Mary’s College of California. He also is a
trustee of San Francisco Jazz
Organization and serves on
the advisory board of the Positive Coaching Alliance.

Maryann Bruce and Patricia
Diaz Dennis were appointed
to the newly public Amalgamated Bank board. Bruce
was an independent trustee
of PNC Funds and a director
of MBIA. She currently serves
as treasurer and finance committee chair of the NACD Carolinas Chapter, and recently
earned the CERT Certificate in
Cyber-Risk Oversight. Dennis
is a director of Entravision
Communication Corp., where
she chairs the nominating and
corporate governance committee and is a member of the
audit committee; and United
States Steel Corp., where
she serves on the compensation and organization and the

Maryann Bruce

Patricia Diaz Dennis

corporate governance and
public policy committees.

NACD Inducts 93 New Fellows
Many NACD members demonstrated their commitment to governance excellence by earning
the NACD Board Leadership Fellow credential. Fellows are experienced corporate directors
who have completed NACD’s Master Class and
have earned at least 10 more credits by attending
NACD education programs. Would you like to
join their ranks? Learn more at NACDonline.org/
Fellowship.

Lori Kaiser

Aspasia Shappet

Patrick Khoury

Kim M. Sharan

Jeffrey S. Kuhn

Gregory Simpson

Suresh Kumar

K. Paul Singh

Gregory J. Lampert

Susan E. Skerritt

Christopher P. Lowe

Graham V. Smith

Mary Manilla

Lamar C. Smith

Mark W. Marinko

Richard J. Spies

Hope Mason

Christa L. Steele

Paul McAuliffe

Geoffrey L. Stringer

James McMahon

Jaynie M. Studenmund
Gregory A. Thaxton

Minaz B. Abji

Jonci Cukier

Mary V. Andringa

Douglas Scott Dolfi

Evelyn M. Angelle

Daniel Draper

Crystal Ashby

Barbara J. Duganier

George L. Ball

Matthew J. Espe

Eric Barger

Jennifer Walsh Fisher

Kimberley MetcalfKupres

Susanna Bennett

Michael Flannagan

Steven C. Mizell

Kullen Birkeland

David L. French

Jose O. Montemayor

Christopher J. Bowick

Barry A. Fromberg

Diane L. Munson

Kenneth C. Bresnen

Melissa P. Fruge

Daniel E. Neufelder

Richard D. Buchband

Michael Fung

Zenon S. Nie

James E. Burns

Christopher Geiger

Kofi Appiah Okyere

Daniel T. Carter

Jerel T. Golub

David C. Parke

Anesa T. Chaibi

Steven T. Halverson

Eliot G. Protsch

Donald D. Charron

Laura Hantho

Lauri K. Reishus

David I. Chemerow

Ann Weaver Hart

Colleen C. Repplier

Peter Christiaans

Tyler Head

Larry Wyche

Nelda J. Connors

Kimberly Hibler

Teresa W.
Roseborough

Janet M. Holloway

Abdiel Santiago

Elizabeth Zuluaga

Phillip H. Cook
Richard Corgel

William D. Jones

Robert Courtney

John H. Kahle

Karl A. Schoene
Michael K.
Sergesketter

Thomas J. Tischhauser
Rowena Track

Myers Industries named Lori
Lutey, retired executive vice
president and chief financial
officer of Schneider National,
to its board. Prior to joining
Schneider, Lutey spent 22 years
at FedEx Corp. where she held
a number of leadership positions including vice president
of finance at FedEx Services.
Lorraine J. Hariton joined Catalyst as its president and CEO
effective Sept. 1. Hariton was
senior vice president of global
partnerships at the New York
Academy of Sciences. She
has also served as a public
company director and in senior-level positions in Silicon

Scott D. Urban
Marcia Vargas
Chantal D. Veevaete
Vincent Veroneau
Bruce H. Vincent
Christine M. Vujovich
Margaret R. Walker
Timothy O. Wall

Lorraine J. Hariton

Jennifer B. Wuamett

Valley. “Lorraine has a demonstrated career-long passion for
the advancement of women,”
said Cathy M. Englebert, Catalyst’s chair and Deloitte US
CEO, in a statement. Englebert also thanked Ilene H. Lang
for her service as interim president and CEO of Catalyst since
March. D
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Incentive Plans

Dare to Be Different: Strategic Compensation
Plan Design
By Robin Ferracone
The criticism of executive compensation
plans these days is that they are too homogenized. Our post–Dodd-Frank governance
landscape, proxy advisor policies, and even
investor guidelines have conspired to create a rules-based environment for executive compensation design, pushing most
companies to a new, formulaic normal.
Take a short-term incentive plan with two
financial measures and perhaps an individual component, mix them with a long-term
incentive plan comprised of two vehicles
with three-year overlapping performance/
vesting. Repeat every year, and presto, you
have the typical program. Such homogeneous plans have been useful in that they
have helped companies stay under the radar with respect to proxy advisor criticism
and say-on-pay votes.
The good news is that the tide is changing. Investors are now asking for compensation programs that more strongly reflect
a company’s strategy and even social objectives without, of course, sacrificing returns.
At a recent roundtable organized by the
Council of Institutional Investors, one investor commented, “All companies are
different, and yet we’ve seen homogeneity in the way they’re structuring their
[compensation] packages...I would like
to see programs designed individually by
companies.”
Pursuant to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act,
we’ve also seen the repeal of the exemption under Internal Revenue Service Code
Section 162(m). This exemption allowed
performance-based compensation over
$1 million to be tax deductible by corporations for certain top executives. Now,
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compensation over $1 million for certain
executives is not tax deductible under any
circumstance, so there is less pressure to
meet the very specific design requirements
prescribed by 162(m).
These changes are not a license for excessive compensation or an “anything
goes” design, but they do invite different
and more strategically aligned executive
compensation programs. In addition, companies are starting to recognize that customized pay plans offer them an opportunity to communicate key strategic and cultural priorities. While strategically differentiated compensation programs are not yet
the norm, examples of these types of programs exist, and they make creative use of
the following elements:
■■ Performance measures;
■■ Time horizon; and
■■ Ownership.
Performance Measures

Most companies use two or three financial
measures that are believed to drive shareholder value in their incentive plans. This
approach makes sense. However, it also
makes sense to use nontraditional financial and nonfinancial measures that are
uniquely indicative of the company’s strategic imperatives. Examples of unique financial measures include:
■■ Intrinsic value growth, which reflects
the way in which the business is managed
and how value-creating decisions are made.
■■ Economic value added, which reflects
the way in which the business is managed,
including the language of the business.
■■ Long-term cumulative, rather than
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point-to-point, measures to mitigate the
impact of external economic conditions at
any given point in time.
Strategic measures help communicate
key strategic themes. Plan participants can
either rise or fall together with such measures, or the strategic themes can be baked
into each participant’s objectives. While
we now see strategic objectives emerging
in short-term incentive plans, we have not
yet seen their advent in long-term plans.
This is because goal setting for long-term
plans can be difficult, particularly for strategic objectives. Notwithstanding this challenge, strategic change is often a long-term
endeavor, and long-term strategic measures warrant consideration. Examples of
strategic measures include:
■■ Customer retention, which reflects
the need to focus on customers by measuring improvement in four categories:
people, products, shopping experience,
and price.
■■ Customer experience, which is
gauged by measuring the likelihood that a
customer would recommend doing business with the company to others.
■■ Diversity, which reflects the need for
a balanced and inclusive workforce.
Time Horizon

An overwhelming majority of companies
gear their long-term incentives to threeyear overlapping performance and vesting
cycles. Two factors have caused this phenomenon. First, there has been a precipitous drop in the use of stock options. This
change has all but shut down an incentive vehicle that generally offered 10-year

terms. Second, there has been a tremendous rise in the use of performance shares.
Performance shares almost always default
to a three-year term, primarily because
companies find it difficult to set goals extending beyond three years. Further, they
find it difficult to ask executives to wait
more than three years for an uncertain
payout. Now that three-year cycles are the
norm, it is very difficult to compete in a hot
talent market with incentives that mature
over a longer period of time.
While incentive plan time horizons have
devolved to three years, business time horizons have not materially changed. For example, an investment time horizon (i.e.,
starting from the point at which an investment decision is made and ending when the
investment is paying off) often is longer than
three years, particularly in capital-intensive
businesses. Further, economic cycles are
generally five to seven years, making it more
difficult to measure real sustainable performance versus performance caused by cyclical effects. As a result, many companies
would like to establish incentives with longer-term cycles, but are stymied by the competitive pressure for talent.
Despite these obstacles, some companies
have managed to break away from the threeyear mold in their fundamental pay programs, not just with special awards that sit
on top of the basic plans. Examples include:
■■ Amazon.com, where long-term restricted stock units are granted when there
is a project need, not every year. Grants tend
to vest over five or six years and are matched
to the time horizon of the investment.
■■ Ball Corp., where any bonus over
the 200 percent maximum payout level
is banked and paid out in one-third increments in years where the maximum is not
achieved.
■■ Tesla, where the CEO has 10 years to
vest in 12 tranches of stock options, which

can be earned over successive increases in
market capitalization and either revenue
or EBITA.
Ownership

The concept of wealth leverage—i.e., the
sensitivity of management’s wealth to the
company’s stock price—has proven to be
powerful. Companies with high wealth
leverage tend to outperform those with
low leverage.
Most companies achieve real ownership and wealth leverage by implementing
ownership guidelines, usually five or six
times salary for the CEO and two to three
times salary for other executives, or by requiring that stock earned through incentive plans be held until the guidelines are
met. However, some companies are daring
to be different by treating ownership as a
carrot instead of a stick. These companies
incentivize ownership by offering a premium or upside potential for voluntarily taking e quity in lieu of cash. For example:
■■ AT&T uses deferral with match. Here,
managers and executives can elect to defer short-term compensation into deferred
share units. AT&T grants plan participants
a 20 percent match on deferred shares. This
match for officers is capped at the target
value of the annual incentive award.
■■ Exxon Mobil Corp. uses long-term
incentive deferral. Executive incentives are
structured to provide additional ownership
and focus on long-term success. Long-term
incentive awards are also deferred, with 50
percent being paid out at the end of five
years, and the remaining 50 percent held
for 10 years or until retirement, whichever
is later.
■■ Siemens AG uses broad-based match,
where senior managers can invest a portion
of their variable compensation in stock and
receive one matching share for every three
shares invested and held for three years.

Employees can invest a portion of their
monthly compensation in stock and can
receive the same match as senior managers
if they hold the shares for two years.
Companies that use ownership as a carrot rather than a stick implore employees
not only to think and act like owners, but
also to regard ownership as an opportunity
as opposed to an obligation.
The Path Ahead

The pressure to “conform to the norm”
in executive compensation seems to have
hit its peak. There is increasing room and
even a growing call to action for designing executive compensation plans that encourage and support unique aspects of a
company’s strategy and culture. Companies need to shake the notion that nonconformance is somehow a dangerous or
dirty word. In fact, differentiated compensation plans and good corporate governance can happily coexist as long as there
is strong alignment with pay and performance, particularly for the CEO, and
there is a compelling rationale disclosed
in the proxy. If a company clearly communicates how the incentive program is
linked to its strategy, culture, and shareholder value, investors will be more willing to support a plan sporting nontraditional features, and participants are likely
to be motivated by such a plan.
So go ahead. Dare to be different. Design a compensation program that your
company truly owns.
Robin Ferracone is the CEO of Farient Advisors LLC, an executive compensation, performance, and governance advisory firm.
She is also a founding partner of the Global Governance
and Executive Compensation
Group, serving clients in more
than 30 countries.
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Shareholder Proposals

Preparing for the 2019 Proxy Season
By Dennis T. Whalen
We’ve all now had the opportunity to review
reports on the results of the 2018 proxy season. Support for shareholder proposals was
high, with more than half of shareholder
proposals receiving more than 30 percent
support. Environmental and social proposals again outnumbered traditional governance proposals. Shareholder proposals
related to action on global warming and
other environmental issues garnered strong
support. In addition, there were a number of
shareholder proposals related to important
cultural and social movements and trends.
Institutional investors continue their laserlike focus on board composition (including
diversity, tenure, and refreshment), as well
as long-term performance and sustainability, and linking compensation and strategy.
With the results of the 2018 proxy season
in hand, it’s time to prepare for the 2019
proxy season. I would emphasize two key
areas for board focus in the coming months.
1. Reassess proxy disclosures in key
areas of interest to investors—and benchmark. Major institutional investors including BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street
Global Advisors have made clear their expectations for companies and their boards
to focus on long-term value creation and the
factors driving it—including board composition and diversity, strategy and risk, talent,
investment in research and development,
culture and incentives, and environmental, social, and governance (ESG) initiatives. For example, in an August 2017 letter to public company directors, Vanguard
Chair and CEO F. William McNabb III
wrote that the board “is one of the company’s most critical strategic assets.” McNabb
noted in Vanguard’s evaluation of corporate
governance practices that one of the four
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pillars of investment stewardship is “a highfunctioning, well composed, independent,
diverse, and experienced board, with effective ongoing evaluation practices.” And in
his letters to CEOs, BlackRock’s Laurence
D. Fink has asked them to lay out for shareholders a strategic framework for long-term
value creation. He has emphasized that
over the long term, ESG issues—ranging
from climate change to diversity to board
effectiveness—have real, quantifiable financial impacts and can provide essential
insights into management’s effectiveness
and a company’s long-term prospects.

Anticipate the issues
or concerns about the
company the shareholders
will likely want to address.
In light of recent proxy trends and in response to the expectations of major institutional shareholders, many companies have
enhanced their proxy disclosures to address
these key areas of investor interest. Consider
how your company’s proxy disclosures have
evolved to keep pace and whether there is a
need for disclosures in new areas of investor
focus, such as culture, sexual harassment,
and human capital management. Do your
proxy disclosures tell the company’s story
and address company-specific and industryspecific issues of interest to shareholders?
Finally, when assessing your company’s
proxy disclosures, be sure to benchmark and
compare the company’s proxy disclosures
with those of others in the industry. Perhaps
ask management’s disclosure committee to
take the lead in this benchmarking effort.
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2. Promote engagement with shareholders in the weeks and months before
proxy season. Shareholder engagement
continues to be a priority for companies
as institutional investors increasingly hold
boards accountable for company performance and greater transparency. Boards
need to understand institutional investor
concerns and viewpoints in preparation
for the 2019 proxy season. And it is incumbent upon directors and management
teams to engage with shareholders about
key issues—especially where there are governance concerns or when additional information is needed to make a more fully
informed voting decision.
As Cleary Gottlieb Partner Pamela Marcogliese noted during our latest quarterly
webcast on proxy season, investor o utreach
by management and the board outside of
proxy season, even absent a time-sensitive
issue or crisis, is crucial to help establish a
foundation to obtain investor support in the
future. In the event of an activist campaign,
the battle for institutional shareholder votes
will be intense.
There is no one right approach to these
shareholder engagements, but preparation
and development of an engagement strategy are key. Determine in advance who
should participate. Anticipate the issues or
concerns about the company that shareholders will likely want to address. Understand the shareholder’s proxy voting guidelines and voting record.
For more on the 2018 proxy season, visit
kpmg.com/blc.
Dennis T. Whalen is leader
of KPMG’s Board Leadership
Center.
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Cyber-Risk Oversight

Is Your Organization Feeding the Phish?
By Tracie Grella
Over the past few months, cyberliability insurance carriers have
seen a dramatic increase in cyber claim notifications relating
to compromises of cloud-based
email accounts in which hackers
gained access to sensitive information, including bank details.
Events such as these continue
to highlight the importance for
board members to have ongoing dialogue with their organization’s leadership about cybersecurity and the measures
being taken to maintain good
cyberhygiene.
A phishing attack occurs
when an email containing a link
directing the recipient to a bogus
website asks the person to supply sensitive information such
as user name and password credentials or credit card numbers.
As soon as the victim enters that
information, the hacker has the
necessary information to access
the victim’s personal accounts—
such as email—and pose as that
person.
If an employee falls victim to
a phishing attack through a work
email account, it could have significant legal, financial, and reputational implications for the
organization and its leadership.
The following are examples of
cyber claim notifications that all
resulted from hackers gaining
access to employees’ email accounts after phishing attacks:
■■ A hacker used the em-

ployee’s email account to send
a message purportedly from the
company’s treasury team that
approved the transfer of client
funds to bank accounts controlled by the hackers.
■■ A hacker set up an auto-
forward function allowing an
email to be sent purporting to
come from a senior member of
the company’s finance team in
relation to a payment and requesting a client’s fee letter.
Most phishing matters could
have been avoided if some precautions had been taken to help
mitigate this threat. Below are
some questions directors should
address with their executives to
ensure their organizations have
the appropriate training and protocols in place:
■■ Is two-factor authentication for email accounts enabled?
Two-factor authentication is a
two-step verification process that
requires a password and a username and, most important, a
second password that only the
user has access to (for example,
a physical token that generates
a code). Two-factor authentication is typically not a default
setting, so it has to be specifically changed. Priority should
be given to ensuring that twofactor authentication is in place
for senior managers and those
working in the finance team who
handle financial transactions
and other sensitive data.

■■ Have employees completed
training courses on the threat of
phishing emails, with refresher
courses and tests to strengthen
their understanding and retention of this topic? Do they know
that in phishing emails, the sender’s email address is not genuine
and should always be checked?
For example, if a legitimate
company email address is joeblogs@abc.com, but an employee receives an email from joe.
blogs@abc1.com, the modification to the email address may
seem minor, but it makes all the
difference.
■■ Are protocols in place to
alert all staff if a phishing attack
occurs? Do employees know
how to verify that an email received is legitimate?
There are no silver bullets
to fell cyber risk, but following
up on the above good practices
can help reduce both the likelihood of an event and the severity
should one occur. Board members should share these good
practices and tips with their organization’s chief risk officers,
risk managers, chief information security officers, security
managers, and other executives
to make sure their organization
stays ahead of the curve.

If an
employee
falls victim
to a phishing
attack
through a
work email
account, it
could have
significant
legal,
financial, and
reputational
implications
for the
organization
and its
leadership.

Tracie Grella is the
Global Head of
Cyber Risk, General
Insurance at AIG.
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Diversity and Inclusion

Metrics for Gender Progress That Every Board
Should Monitor
By Patricia Milligan
For some time, the presence of women
in leadership positions has been positively linked to share price and profitability,
to employee retention and engagement,
and even to the company’s capacity to
innovate.
Leaders of companies understand the
business imperative to improve the retention and promotion of women at every level. Meanwhile, many board members have
held their breath, each hoping their organization won’t be the next one swept up in
a scandal. They’re hoping that practices in
hiring, promoting, and paying women are
equitable and unbiased; that women are
being valued and treated with respect; and
that their companies are not vulnerable to a
female talent drain.
Hoping simply isn’t enough. Action
must be taken to ensure that women, including women of color, are being represented and treated equitably. But many
board members still feel like they lack the
right insight to track gender advancement
for women—or even to predict and prevent potential scandals before they occur.
Mercer’s When Women Thrive practice assembled a dashboard of seven metrics our
consultants believe every board should be
tracking to provide oversight on the progress of women in the organization. These
metrics will help you to understand the
progress you are making (or losing) in your
efforts, and where your best opportunities
and worst vulnerabilities lie.
Representation by gender, race, and
career level. This is probably the most
critical snapshot on this dashboard. Mercer uses these points to create what we
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call internal labor maps. How many women are in your organization? How many
are non-white women? Are they over-represented at lower levels, with ratios falling off dramatically at promotional choke
points? These are patterns that need to be
investigated and reported on to the board.
Hiring, promotion, and turnover rates
by gender, race, and career level. This
metric tells you not only where women

Leaders of companies
understand the business
imperative to improve the
retention and promotion
of women at every level.
are in your organization, but also how they
are progressing. Are they being brought in
at rates that equate with your market, or is
there more you can do as you seek diverse,
qualified candidates? How are women being promoted or exiting the organization
compared to men? Take a hard look at
these numbers to understand where opportunities exist for women and where
they are stagnant.
Pay data by gender, race, and role. This
number should look not only at salary, but
at total compensation. It should also include 401(k) and other financial opt-in patterns. Financial wellness and investment
behaviors are representative of employee
confidence, which in turn correlate strongly with tenure.
Health data by gender. Here again,
equal is not always equitable. Look at
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health data in your organization by gender. Women have different needs and are
less likely than men to receive the preventative treatment they ask for. Explore
healthcare benefits that are proven to support women’s needs.
Employee engagement data by gender.
Employee engagement surveys that are
anonymous save for gender can hold a
wealth of information. Pulse surveys can
even alert you to abuse in the system. If
you see patterns consistently showing
a disconnect between men’s and women’s responses on engagement data, you
may have a culture of inequality, bias, or
harassment.
Number of sexual harassment claims.
Are trends going up or down? How many
claims have been filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission? Keep
an eye on this number.
Organizational climate data by gender.
Ask the company to put together an organizational climate study to assess risk in the
following areas: leadership practices, work
climate, employee experience, and employee voice. This data will give you actionable information about the culture that is
driving the numbers above.
When sorted by gender and analyzed
in a regular dashboard, these stats will give
your board deep insights into where your
company stands on gender equity—and
where you are headed.
Patricia Milligan is Global
Leader, Multinational Client
Group and When Women
Thrive, at Mercer.
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Shareholder Engagement

Virtual Shareholder Meetings: Increasing
Accessibility and Convenience Via Technology
By Cathy Conlon
The virtual shareholder meeting (VSM)
is one tool that is gaining traction among
forward-thinking boards to improve shareholder accessibility to the company’s annual meeting. VSMs employ advanced technology that enables boards to host annual
meetings on web-based platforms and operate just like a traditional shareholder meeting except that board members and executive leadership don’t convene in a physical
location. There are a wide range of benefits
to hosting virtual meetings, but they also
present unique challenges for boards.
New regulations, improved technologies,
and broadband Internet speeds have made
it easier than ever for organizations to transition to virtual formats. Thirty states currently allow virtual-only shareholder meetings;

Profiles of
Companies
Holding
VSMs

Large cap

17%

Mid cap

26%

Small cap

57%

9 S&P 100 companies
33 S&P 500 companies
23 Fortune 500 companies
*2017 full-year data.

twelve permit the hybrid format (i.e., holding a physical meeting that is also broadcast
virtually); and nine prohibit VSMs. As a result, VSM use has significantly increased
since it was introduced in 2009. What’s
more, companies of all sizes are making
the transition (see chart). We expect the upward trend to continue as participants get
more comfortable with the virtual format
and as stakeholders recognize the benefits,
which include:
■■ Accessibility. VSMs enable boards to
boost participation, maximize transparency, and provide greater opportunity for every shareholder to contribute. Many retail
investors prefer the convenience of a VSM,
as it alleviates the need to travel.
■■ Relevance. Some directors believe that
VSMs can generate an innovative, forwardthinking brand image. In a technology-
driven world, VSMs convey digital savvy.
■■ Efficiency. VSMs streamline the
proceedings and save costs associated with
planning and coordinating a physical event.
Addressing Shareholder Concerns

Some shareholders worry that VSMs put
too much control in the hands of management by removing the opportunity for shareholders to directly engage boards in person.
Generally, shareholders are concerned that
VSMs make it easier for boards to exclude
or ignore certain shareholders. In the face
of these objections, boards need to be proactive. The key here is to communicate with
shareholders in advance of the meeting,
provide ways for them submit questions,
and establish rules to ensure that everyone
can fully participate.

Interested stakeholders and constituents
recently convened to enumerate guiding
principles and values for VSMs. The committee developed 12 best practices to help
organizations establish rules of conduct, increase transparency, and ensure equal access. The resultant white paper, Principles
and Best Practices for Virtual Shareowner
Meetings, may be helpful in guiding boardroom discussions on this issue.
Big-Picture Questions to Consider

The first step is for your board, working with
executive leadership, to determine whether
VSMs are right for your organization. Key
questions to guide the discussion include:
■■ Do regulations in our state of incorporation permit VSMs?
■■ Should we consider a hybrid format?
■■ How might our more activist shareholders respond?
■■ In what ways might a VSM impact
brand perception?
■■ Have we engaged shareholders to get
their perspectives on this topic?
Ultimately, the purpose of the VSM is
to leverage technology to maximize shareholder participation. It’s not just about access, but equal access. Opportunities for
meaningful engagement between investors, directors, and management should be
encouraged at every step. Success is built
on more dialogue—before, during, and after the meeting.
Cathy Conlon is vice president, issuer strategy, at Broadridge Financial Solutions.
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Executive Compensation

Change-in-Control Benefits Can Incentivize
Valuable Transactions, Protect Executives
By Ryan C. Harvey and Jessica Page
As the global economy remains strong, the
pace of mergers and acquisitions will remain robust. As such, this is a good time
for compensation committees to review
change-in-control (CIC) protections, including arrangements for severance, payments, and other special benefits that may
be tied to displacement caused by mergers,
hostile takeovers, or asset liquidation.
While much attention is often given to
the large size of some CIC payments to executives, there is a strong underlying governance rationale for CIC protections that
align the interests of executives with shareholders. The primary rationale is to provide
sufficient employment and income protection so that top executives will consider,
and even seek out, corporate transactions
that are in the best interest of shareholders, regardless of whether those transactions jeopardize their own employment.
Effective CIC benefits are an important
tool for committees seeking to encourage
value-driving merger activity. These benefits should meet key design objectives, pass
an external test of fairness, and avoid windfalls upon executive departures. Directors
should consider the following concepts
when designing CIC severance protections
for executives.
■■ Participation. Participation is typically limited to executives directly involved
in the identification, negotiation, and execution of a transaction. The CEO and
direct reports should be protected because
they are most likely to be heavily involved
in negotiating a transaction that will trigger
a CIC. Occasionally there is a need to pro-
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vide CIC protection below this level if certain executives are critical to implementing
and successfully completing a CIC transaction. The need for CIC protections greater
than general severance benefits at this level
of executive is often more retentive than
strategic because they are not directly involved in deciding if a deal is pursued.

Effective change-incontrol benefits are
an important tool for
committees seeking to
encourage value-driving
merger activity.
levels. Severance benefits
have contracted over the past several years,
primarily due to external governance pressures. Currently, executives typically receive a range of one to three times base salary plus target bonus. This range is referred
to as a severance multiple. While a CEO
severance multiple of three times his or her
salary plus target bonus (e.g., target cash
compensation) was nearly a universal norm
10 years ago, many companies have reduced the CEO severance multiple to provide from two to two and one-half times target cash compensation. Continued health
and welfare benefits usually align with the
severance period, and outplacement is often provided up to a certain dollar value.
■■ Excise tax. The trend of excise tax
gross-ups continues to slope steeply down-
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■■ Benefit

ward. These provisions have become a minority practice and are negatively viewed
by shareholder advisory groups. They have
been replaced with “best net benefit” treatment, which provides an executive with
the higher payment between full severance
benefits (after the executive pays their own
excise tax) and the highest amount that will
not trigger an excise tax liability.
■■ Other retention tools. Severance
plans can be a retention tool when used
strategically. Before extending benefits to
executives beyond those with merger decision power, consider the treatment of
outstanding incentives. There is often an
opportunity to leverage existing arrangements before increasing costs for new, enhanced CIC severance benefits.
These four topics encompass the majority of CIC severance benefit reviews. The
primary objective of any CIC arrangement
is to deter a senior executive from placing
concern about keeping his or her job above
the opportunity to close a corporate transaction that is beneficial to shareholders. CIC
protection can become a critical element
to ensure that shareholders receive sufficient value from a transaction resulting in
a change in company control.
Ryan C. Harvey is a partner in Meridian
Compensation Partners’ executive and
director compensation practice. Jessica
Page is a senior
consultant
for
executive
pay
practices at the
firm.
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When Love Blooms, Business Booms
Usually, if a first date goes well, it leads to a second.
In the case of Radha Vyas and Lee Thompson, it
led to the creation of Flash Pack, a U.K. company
now valued at $13 million. Over a glass of red wine,
Vyas shared her idea for a travel business that would
cater to solo travelers in their 30s and 40s seeking
camaraderie and adventure with a few luxe touches thrown in. Her research showed an underserved
market segment: travel companies typically aimed
for cash-strapped people in their 20s or retirees with

cash to spare. Despite a rocky start when the company launched in 2014, Thompson, a photojournalist by trade, had an idea: to capitalize on the buzz
around Brazil hosting the World Cup by taking a
selfie atop Rio’s Christ the Redeemer statue. The
photo went viral, netting Flash Pack some 1.4 million website visits. Flash Pack is now one of the fastest-growing start-ups in the United Kingdom. (And
yes, Vyas and Thompson ultimately got married
and continue to run Flash Pack together.)

A Helping Hand
Belden, an electric wire factory based in Richmond, Illinois, is taking on the nation’s opioid crisis by helping workers overcome addition. The
company launched what
is believed to be the first
assistance program of its
kind where, if a job applicant fails a drug test,
he or she is given the opportunity to go through a
three- to four-month drug
treatment program on the
com
pany’s dime. Complete the program and that
person is promised a job.

When Belden needed to fill 75 positions, it found
that a number of applicants couldn’t pass an initial
drug test—which is increasingly worrisome, as onethird of its current workforce is nearing retirement.
“We’ve been in his community since 1928,” Leah
Tate, Belden vice president
of human resources, told
NPR. “We have families of
families that’ve worked in
this plant and for this company, so the Richmond
community is extremely
important to Belden.”

Ringing in the Future
Any company would be thrilled at the opportunity
to take part in the tradition of making a bit of noise
to signal a new trading day. While most stock exchanges use traditional percussion instruments—
from Chinese gongs to brass bells—Nasdaq, which
was revolutionary for being the first electronic stock
market when it opened in 1971, has bucked tradition again by designing its own sound. To mark the
initial public offering of home sound system com-
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pany Sonos, Nasdaq decided to let the company’s
sound engineers do the honors. They layered dozens of sounds—spinning coins, clinking glasses, and
the hum that comes from striking metal Tibetan
bowls—anything but a traditional bell. After months
of mixing, the new “bell” debuted on Aug. 2. “It’s an
apt metaphor of the times in which we live and even
the idea of the stock market itself,” Fast Company observed. “Nothing is what it seems.”
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YoungAh Park, a
researcher at the
University of Illinois who
studies work stress,
has identified what
she calls a burgeoning
source of angst “that
needs attention from
top to bottom of an
organization.” The
culprit? Rude email. Her
surveys of 167 dualearner couples found
that work emails not only
can cause an employee
to withdraw from work
and report higher levels
of stress—resulting in
lower productivity—but
they also transfer those
negative feelings to
their partner. “Email
is so ingrained in our
work life now that it
would be impossible
to completely do away
with it,” Park said
in a statement. “So
we can’t remove the
stressor, but we should
find a way to reduce
it.” For managers,
this may mean setting
expectations for
email etiquette, and
for employees,
disconnecting
after office hours
might do a
world of good.

By Jesse Rhodes

Pay Governance LLC is an independent firm that serves as a trusted
advisor on executive compensation matters. Our commitment to
research and analysis uniquely enables us to assist our clients in
developing and explaining tailored executive compensation
programs.
We work across multiple industries, advising the Compensation
Committees of clients ranging from pre-IPO companies to the largest
companies in the world.
Visit our website to learn more about Pay Governance’s services,
approach to partnering with our clients, research and analysis, and
consultants.

www.paygovernance.com
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